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They give each other 
a helping hand . . . 
George Ledbetter 
and Cheryl French 
are both deaf. They 
and other children 
like them are being 
helped by a recently 
for m e d Peninsula 
group called DEAF 
Guidance. The story 
of this organization 
is found on pp 14-17. 
(Photo hy Lequita) 
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It is with pleasure that I extend a wel-
come from OSWC to the new group of 
students and their wives who have arrived 
at the Postgraduate School for the Sep-
tember class. Despite the great task of 
studying for a degree, we hope you will 
find Monterey a very pleasant and exciting 
place to live. 
\Ve also hope that many of the new 
wives will take an active part in our very 
fine Officers' \Vives' Club. The club offers 
a wide variety of activities where your 
talents are needed. 
On Oct. 13 at the Welcome Aboard 
Coffee you will have an opportunity to be-
come familiar not only with the commit-
tees which carryon the activities of OS-
\VC, but also with the 28 courses which are 
sponsored by OSWC. The interest and 
support of the new wives is what makes 
OS\VC grow and continue to become a 
better organization. Many new wives who 
are willing to help ~re needed to replace 
the 2ctive members who left in September. 
Our annual Military Ball will be the 
highlight of the month on Oct. 3. The 
planning for this ball began in May by 
a very enthusiastic chairman, Edie Phil-
lipi. This promises to be a most elegant 
and me mora hie evening for all those who 
attend. 
Another important event this month 
will be the Little Theater's production of 
Tennessee \Vitliams' "Cat on a Hot Tin 
Rooi." The play wilt be directed by Dick 
Vreeland and co-produced by LCDRs 
Dave Hoffman and John Baker. We hope 
that aU of you will make plans to attend 
one of the four performances on Oct. 9, 
10, 16 or 17. 
Near the end of this busy month on 
Oct. 21 will be the Semi-annual Elections 
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and Fashion Show. This will be the first 
time OSW,C officers are elected by the 
open slate system as passed in the By-
laws of May 1970. We hope all OSWC 
members will support the club by exercis-
ing your right to vote. Please remember 
that your up-to-date membership card 
must be presented to receive a ballot. 
1971 OSWC 'Calendars are available 
through the Ways and Means Chairman, 
Sujean J effries, 384-8000. By popular re-
quest the calendar includes four extra 
months (Sept. - Dec., 1970), and because 
of an increase in printing costs and bind-
ing is selling for $1.25. These calendars 
will be on sale at the Welcome Aboard 
Coffee and the October Fashion ~how, as 
well as each Saturday at the Navy Ex-
change and on paydays at the Student Mail 
Center. The profits from the Ways and 
Means projects go into the OSWC treas-
ury to meet the ever-increasing operating 
costs of the club. Thank you for supporting 
these projects. - Barbara Balut 
The Holiday Potpourri, hostessed by 
the wives of the Operations Analysis Cur-
riculum, was delightful! The variety of 
arts, craft s and recipes displayed by the 
wives provided us with so many new and 
interesting ideas for the many holidays 
throughout the year. 
Our very special thanks to Bea Pallas, 
Military Community Benefits Chairman, 
and her effective and efficient committee. 
Without their enthusiasm and hard work 
we would not have enjoyed such a stimu-
lating evening or such a comprehensive 
"Holiday Potpourri Booklet." 
The annual "Dress-a-Doll" project 
s!>onsored by Navy Relief has just come 
to an end. Vve want to thank the many 
sections who responded so generously with 
donations of dolls. The dolls will be used 
as table decorations for the October Fash-
ion show where we will have an opportun-
ity to see and enjoy the handiwork of 
others. 
The semi-annual Election-Fashion show 
witt be Wednesday, Oct. 21. "Stepping 
into the Seventies" with Sue Dunne and 
Nancy Carr commentating will bring us 
up to date on the latest fashion trends. 
T hope all of you witl make plans to join 
us for a very exciting evening and please 
remember if you wish to vote, you must 
have a valid membership card. Member-
ships are available through Mimi David-
son, Membership Chairman, 372-4146, and 
are sold at every OSWC function. 
-Pam Mosher 
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New Classmate Editor 
This October issue brings to a close 
Tina Boone's IS-month association with 
Classmate and her term as editor. After 
graduation Sept. 30, at which her husband 
Howie will receive a Masters degree in 
Operations Analysis, she and her three 
children will make Et Paso, Texas, home. 
Howie. an Army Engineer. will spend a 
year in Vietnam. 
Pat Alfredson, associate editor, will suc-
ceed Tina. She will help Classmate cele-
brate its tenth anniversary in December. 
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Mark L Starr, a Monterey attorney, is 
looking for . local Dartmouth College grad-
uates. He can be contacted at 1045 Cass, 
Monterey, or called at 373-2636. 
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decorations. 
a pine cone base and an 
information found in this shop. 
Udln Perkins photo) 
Beethoven Festival- Missa Solemnis 
The Beethoven Festival is to be held in 
the beautiful courtyard of the Carmel Mis-
sion Basilica, Carmel-By-The-Sea, Cali-
fornia, Saturday afternoon Oct. 17, 1970, at 
3 p. m. 
The Festival is in commemoration of 
both the 200th Anniversary of the Cannel 
Mission Basilica and the 200th birthday of 
Ludwig von Beethoven in Celebration of 
The Old Monterey Bicentennial. 
The incomparable "MISSA SOLEM-
NIS" composed by Beethoven will be pre-
sented by The Monterey County Sym-
phony Orchestra, The Monterey Peninsula 
Choral Society, augmen ted by the Sacra-
mento Chorale under the vibrant baton of 
Conductor Haymo Taeuber. 
Haymo T aeuber , Conductor of the Mon-
terey Symphony Orchestra, an Austrian 
conductor of worldwide repute, was guest 
conductor with the Vienna Symphony Or-
chestra for twenty years . He has appeared 
with orchestras in London, Stockholm, 
Strasbourg, Lisbon and Brussels. Taeuber 
was the key figure in rebuilding The Vi-
enna Boys Choir after World War II. He 
also organized the Symphony Orchestra 
of Tehran, Iran, and founded The Phil-
harmonic Choir of Calgary, Canada. 
Guest artists appearing in the "Missa 
Solemnis" Concert are: Meg Broughton, 
Soprano soloist; Glenna DeWeese, Con-
tralto; David Hall-Sundquist , Tenor; and 
James T ippey, Bass. 
Cannel Mission stands today as a mon-
ument to the great Conquistador of the 
Cross, Padre Junipero Serra, 
In l793, Padre Lausen undertook the 
hui lding of the present stone church, which 
was Padre Serra's hope. The interior walls 
begin to curve inward as they rise. The 
ceiling folJows the sweep of the walls form-
ing a catenary arch, a most beautiful ef-
fect. The tower is of Moorish design, 
graced by the four bells, which are reached 
by an outside staircase. The walls are 
covered with a lime plaster made from 
burnt sea shells. The floor was covered or-
iginally with burnt tile. The church was 
four years in building and was dedicated 
in 1797. 
Gradually the church and Quadrangle 
went into decay and ruin. It was not until 
1884 that Father Casanova undertook the 
work of saving this historic landmark. 
A new e ra of rebuilding began in 1931 
under the direction of a devoted layman, 
Harry Downie, who is presently curator of 
the Mission . 
In 1960, His Holiness, Pope John XXIII 
granted Bishop Willinger's petition that 
Carmel Mission as a historical shrine be 
raised to the status o f Minor Basilica. It 
now stands as one of only two Basilicas in 
the entire Western United States . 
Norma and Gordon Scott, 390B RicketU 
Rd. in La Mesa, want to say thank you to 
all the people who helped them during 
Norma's recent illness. Flowers. food and 
offers of assistance were always in abuD-
dance. We can never truly express our 
thanks to each of you; never was it shown 
more "the Navy car es for its own." Bien 
you all. -Gordon and Norma 
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Laguna Seca Training Stables 
Equestrian 
Elite 
Out on the Monterey-Salinas Highway 
there exists a most unusual riding stable-
the Laguna Seca Training Stable. There 
are no horses for hire at this stable, but 
there is some magnificent horseflesh 
available for use in private and group rid-
ing lessons. 
Owners Jan and Riley Wilson travel 
a11 over the United States purchasing stock 
which they then train and sell, mostly to 
former students. At least a third of the ir 
beginning students go on to own and show 
their own horses. 
While it is impractical for most mili-
tary families to own horses, it is neverthe-
less possible to take advantage of a unique 
opp-:>rtunity to ride excellent horses, not 
just "stable nags," while learning anything 
from basic Western and English riding to 
Dressage - the fine art of horsemanship 
in the show ring. An additional benefit 
is the special rate offered to Postgraduate 
school students and their dependents. 
While Jan and Riley have been based 
at Laguna Sua for the past three years, 
they have still managed to participate in 
horse shows all over the United States and 
Canada. Jan even went to Australia recent-
ly with a California-organized pony club. 
Both Wilsons are seasoned competitors 
in Hunter, Jumper, Western P leasure, 
Trail and Stock classes, and their experi-
ence shows up when their pupils enter the 
show ring. In 1970 at the California State 
Fair nine horses representing Laguna 
Seca Training Stable took 28 ribbons and 
trophies. This was a large American 
Horse Association-approved show of about 
7,000 horses and Jan and Riley are un-
derstandably proud of their showing. 
At a recent 4-H C lub sponsored horse 
show in Watsonville, Calif., six horse and 
rider teams from Laguna Seca brought 
home 29 ribbons and trophies. 
While all this speales high ly of the Wil-
sons' ability to train winners, perhaps the 
experience of Katy Dagdijian exemplifies 
it best. Katy, who is just 8 years old, be-
gan lessons at Laguna Seca in November, 
1969. In March of this year she competed 
Above, student lyn Jones takes the hurdle m Jumper class competItion at Laguna Seca Training 
Stables Below, Sue Peterson of Sa lmas performs a Stock Horse Rou tine. A studen t 0' Riley Wilson, 
Sue won the High Poin t Monterey County Stock Seat Champion at the Nat ional Horse Show at the 
Monte rey County Fa irgrounds, August , 1970. At that show Laguna Seca Stables was represented by 
e ight horse and rider teams. They won a total of 30 ribbons and trophies. (Above, Ford photo) 
in her first horse show at the Carmel Val-
ley Trail and Saddle Club, where she re-
ceived the second place ribbon in the Pony 
Hands and Seats Class anct ~le third place 
ribbon in the Futur._ H I .. emen's Class. 
(If Katy's name sounds familiar, its prob-
ably because he r proud fa ther is CDR 
Dagdijian of Environmental Sciences.) 
Laguna Seca Training Stables boasts of 
1,500 acres of riding lands, two rings, 40 
stalls, 20 individual paddocks and 50 horses 
- all thorobreds, hunters and jumpers. 
Classes at Laguna Seca are small -
limited to only seven or eight students, 
with private lessons also available. 
One last feature of Laguna Seca Train-
ing Stables needs mentioning - it is prob-
ab ly the only stable in the area which can 
boast of a resident blacksmith and saddle-
maker 1 - Carol Bingham 
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Culture Vultures stand beneath COMSAT's giant 
antenna. (Rick. Brush photo) 
Culture Vultures 
In August, the Culture Vultures visited 
the CO MSA T Corporation satellite track-
ing station in Jamesburg, CatiL, a beauti-
ful one-hour drive south of Monterey_ The 
COMSAT's station receives and transmits 
telegraph, telephone and television 
communications via a satellite which is 
DOLORES AT OCEAN 
Viviane Woodard Cosmetics 
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Clnchored in a stationary orbi t in space. 
H yOll ca ll Hawaii, chances are greater 
than SO percent you will go via satellite. 
Today. telephone calls between the U.S. 
and Lebanon ... or Brazil .. _ or Italy 
... or Australia routinely flow via the de-
pendable system of satel1ites and earth 
stations. 
Mrs. Bane, the group's advisor, is plan-
ning to visit many more special points 01 
interest on the Monterey Peninsula in the 
near future. Past visits have included the 
Carmel Mission, San Juan Bautista Mis~ 
sion, Buddhist Temple in Seaside. Carmel 
Art G3.lIeries and many others. 
If you arc an OS\\·C member and are 
intere!lted in joining. please contact Mrs. 
K;m Brush at 375-8246. 
Marine Corps Wives 
The Marine Officers' ,"Vives' Club had 
their monthly bridge get-together in Au · 
gust with Carol Russell and Kathy Stew-
art acting as our hostesses. Taking honors 
for the evening were June Buns, Joyce 
Roesch and Kathy Stewart. Jeanette Pet-
roff caught the deuce prize. 
Our new advisor. Nancy Smith, gave 
a welcome coffee in her home for the 
Marine wives who are new to the area. 
All of the g irls on the executive board and 
the hospitality committee were on hand 
to meet and get to know the newcomers. 
The overseas wives were the hostesses 
for a beautiful champagne brunch held at 
the York Restaurant. Marge Shumacher 
and Fran Garwick did the planning for our 
August function and provided everyone 
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always a fascinating selection 
of glamourous, sophisticated 
and exciting fashions 
for the modern woman 
of discriminating tastes 
* 
charge it . . .why certainly 
it would be a pleasure 
af7.! t:}Tfl9t)iOn 





w;.u.i.Q. ..... 's 
Postgraduate School on the nights of Oc-
tober 9, 10, 16 and 17 when the Little 
Theater presents "Cat on a Hot Tin Roor' 
by Tennessee Williams. This is the first 
time Little Theater has offered a drama 
since "A Man For All Seasons" in 1966. 
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" opened on 
Broadway on March 24, 1955. This drama, 
Mr. Williams' seventh on Broadway. won 
both the Pulitzer Prize and the New York 
Drama Critics Award in 1955. 
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof' is set on a 
plantation in the Mississippi delta and in-
volves the Pollitt family - Big Daddy. 
Big Mama, Maggie, Brick, Cooper and 
Mae. This play follows the action and re-
action of the different personalities and 
problems within the family. These strug-
gles come to a head as a result of Big 
Daddy's illness. 
Dick Vreeland. the director, feels that 
there are a number of "cats" in this play; 
each main character has his own prob-
lems and "hang-ups." Mr. Vreeland also 
sees the inability to communicate suffered 
Goape<. Jack K;ng, and Mae, LaVonn. Rae An-
drews. talk about B;Q Daddy's Hlness. 
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Suzanne Lane and Newell Tarrant, port raying Maggie and Brick in Little Theater's production pi 
Tennessee Williams' "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," diSCUSS personal backgrounds (fv\a t Kelleher photosl 
by the main characters as a major aspect of 
the play. 
The cast sparkles with talent. The in-
teraction of characters will electrify the 
stage and theater atmosphere. 
Playing Big Daddy Pollitt, the ailing 
kingpin of the family, is ')onald "Red" 
Layton. Mr. Layton has ... ng been active 
in Little Theater IJroQuctions. appearing 
last spring in "Brigadoon." He also pro-
duced "A Man For All Seasons." 
Newell Tarrant as Brick, the troubled 
younger son. brings experience from the 
University of Iowa where he majored in 
theater arts and played numerous roles. 
Margaret or "Maggie," Brick's wife, 
who scrambles after a part of Big Daddy's 
money, is port rayed by Suzanne Lane. 
or you .. . 2 free lessons 
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M TS. Lane is a newcomer to Little Thea-
ter. She participated recently in the 
Eugene O'Neill Playwright's Conference 
in Waterford, Conn" and. played many 
Tennessee Williams roles. 
Big Mama is played by Marty Walters. 
She was the musical director of "Briga-
doon" and a past president of OSWC. 
Jack King portrays Cooper, the con-
niving elder son. Mr. King appeared as 
Stuart Dalrymple in "Brigadoon." 
Mae, or "Sister Woman," Gooper's wife, 
is played by La Vonne Rae Andrews. She 
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appeared in " Brigadoon." She has also 
acted in "Stop The World, I Want to Get 
Off" at the Studio Theatre in Carmel and 
at the Tin Barn. Mrs. Andrews is on the 
board of the Little Theater. 
J. C. Hale will be seen in the role of 
Reverend Tooker, the materialistic minis-
ter . Mr. Hale is familiar to all Little Thea .. 
teT fans as "Brigadoon's" schoolmaster. 
He has been active in many Little Thea-
ter productions. 
Dr. Baugh, the untactful physician, is 
played by Bob Jones who has been seen in 
Big Daddy, Donald "Red" Layton, has pulse checked by Dr Baugh, Bob Jones 
Dr. Bender's School of Music 
Lessons for Children and Adults in 
Major Instruments, Voice, and Theory 
(FAMILY TERMS) 
Located between Postgraduate School and Del Rey Oaks 
531 Hannon Avenue 
Monterey 
Burt L. Richards 
NEW YORK LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
life Insurance 
Group Insurance· Annuities 
Health Insurance· Pension Plans 
CALL 
372.7857 
555 Abrego Street 
Office : 
Monterey, California 
375-2651, Residence : 624-3163 
lig Mom., played by Marty Waiters, joins Big 
Daddy for his 61rthday celebration. 
Little Theater's dinner theater produc-
tions. "Feiffer's People" and "The Private 
Ear and Public Eye." 
Also for the first time there are under-
studies for the main roles - Jean Kelle-
her as Maggie; Alan Cutter as Gooper; 
Bob Amos as Brick; Emma Sue Amos as 
Mae, and Anne Meek as Big Mama. 
The co-producers of "Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof" are John Baker and Dave Hoffmao. 
Pat Bryans, who portrayed Meg in 
"BTigadoon," is the assistant director. Re-
cently she also starred as Anita in "West 
Side Story" at Monterey Peninsula Col-
lege. 
The makeup will be done by Marlene 
Free and costuming by Pat Hunter assisted 
by Anne Meek. Set designs are being 
handled by Karen Kilday while properties 
are under Lee Pyetzki. The lighting is in 
the hands of Sheldon Margolis. Publicity 
for "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" is being c0-
ordinated by Ann Allen and Paul Snopel. 
Sound an special effects wil be directed by 
Norm Meek. 
Tickets are now on sale. Center seats are 
$2.50 and side seats $2. Groups of 10 or 
more may receive a reduced price of $2 
and $1.50. Students in Monterey Peninsula 
College or high school may also receift 
a reduction price to $1.50 and $1. 
<leat on a Hot Tin Roof" promisa to 
be one of the best Little Theater produc-
tions ever. Little Theater enthusiasts wiD 
be well rewarded when the curtaiD niIa 
at 8 :30 p. m . on this ambitious dlort. 
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"Where Imagination 
Takes Wing ... " 
from decoupage to candlemaking to draped 
d01l figures. There are made-up samples 
of the different materials, plus instruction 
hooks and a few kits. 
Creative Crafts originated in Carmel, 
but moved to Pacific Grove eight years 
ago. Mrs. Cutler wanted to build more of 
a community trade than to become "just 
another tourist a ttraction." 
Creative Crafts carries a wide variety of 
decoupage materials for both boxes and 
wall plaques. Techniques using kitchen 
fo il and straw ribbon are also featured 
for wall decorat ions as well as burlap and 
felt. 
Mrs. Cuttler ·specializes in two different 
flower making methods. First is flowers 
constructed from paper, ribbon and cloth. 
The second is flowers by dip glaze method. 
Wire shaped to form petals is dipped into 
From left, str., flowers, a candle, a tissue paper Christmas tree, a decora ted glass and dip glazed 
flowers are some of the many crafts taught by Creative Crafts. (John Perk ins photos) 
Walking through the door of 303 Forest 
Ave. in Pacific Grove is like entering into 
a room filled with ideas for easy-to-do, 
pleasing decora tions for your own home 
or for gifts. 
This is the home of Creative Crafts. Mrs. 




the Secrets of 
your own Natural 
Beauty - FREE' 
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time to teach professional 
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VADIS DAVIS 
Your Viyiane Woodard 
Consultant and Distributor 
to think of her shop as "where your ima-
gination takes wing." 
"It's 50 full of exciting materials and 
things to make," she says, "that you're 
likely to forget what you came in to get." 
Included in the merchandise at Creative 
Crafts are the materials for everything 
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SALES AND SERVICE 
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the liquid glaze and, after drying, produces 
unusual glass-like flowers that can be 
arranged or mounted. 
D raped figures of cloth and paste can 
be made to resemble antique dolls or, the 
figures most familiar to all of us, to resem-
ble a draped gilt Christmas angel or a 
Christmas choir child. Tree bulbs or rib-
bon, styrofoam, and beads, pine cone trees 
and wreathes are among the other Christ-
mas ideas. 
Mrs. Cuttler gives customers assistance 
whenever time permits. However, she of-
fers several classes from time to time in 
Christmas decoration, decoupage, flower 
making and draped figures. She says that 
she likes to keep her classes "short and 
snappy." They usually run about three 
session's and g ive an introduction of sev-
eral diffe rent techniques. She has a flexible 
FROM THE COLLECTION OF ... 
Interior Decorating 
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schedule and will arrange to teach any 
craft in which students are interested. 
In the flower making class she teaches 
both material and the dip glaze methods. 
One of h er most popular classes is the 
candlemaking. One lesson, about wicks. 
dyes, wax, scents, molds, etc., covers can-
dlemaking "A to Z." 
Cake decoration is taught by Florence 
Toward, a retired school teacher and pro-
fessional cake decorator. She offers begin-
ning, intermediate, advanced and wedding 
cake courses leading to a certificat~ . There 
are several extra classes in sugar molding, 
marzipan and other special cakes. 
Mrs. Cuttler likes to keep her classes 
between eight and 15 students. She teaches 
her classes right in the shop. The candle-
making is $3.75 for the one session and in-





around $6 for three sessions. 
Creative Crafts is located at 303 Forest 
Ave. in Pacific Grove and is open from 12 
noon to 5 p. m. 
Army Wives 
We have all enjoyed having Missy Den-
ney as our president and wish her a fond 
fare welt. Missy's cheerful personality and 
bright smile turned many of us into eager 
volunteers. 
Our July bridge was filled with laughter 
as we exchanged tales of our summer va-
cations. Donnie Capps won high for the 
evening with Pat Huggins placing second. 
Many thanks to our hostess Susan Spinosa. 
The sun shining on the La Novia Ter-
race added the perfect touch to a delightful 
summer coffee hostessed by Carolynne 
Pelt, Mary Jo Russell and Linda Weiss. 
While breakfasting on fresh fruit kabobs 
and a delicious assortment of pastries we 
enjoyed a fascinating wig demonstration 
by the Wig Lette in Seaside. 
When Missy Denney left home for our 
August bridge. she told her husband she 
was going to bring the money home that 
night. Although Sally Mitchell and Bar-
bara Hall placed first and second. Missy 
managed to keep her word by coming in 
10\,.' and taking her quarter home. Also in 
the money were Ellen Ziegler and Pat 
Huggins, who won our slam prize. The 
highlight of the evening was the delectable 
tray of French pastries served by our 
hostess, Peggy Bentson. 
Many of us gathered together recently 
for an enjoyable coffee at Susan Spinosa's 
Ft. Ord home. Susan and Beth Cartland 
ser ved a refreshing sherbet punch to ac-
company the finger sandwiches and tea 
cake. Our program for the evening was a 
discussion on ways we can help the un-
derprivileged in the area. -Pat Huggins 
OUR NEW BEAUTIFUL LOCATION 
15 SOlEDAD DRIVE • MONTEREY 373-0789 
r.icws COInpoM"" , ... OMNI c..-a. .,.,.",. 
1,,1/ ro4:e riOWI/ capabi/i,., -.-0 kiM i. walls. 
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fASHIOn fABRICS 
Cloth and Fabrics from 
All Over the World 
WE STOCK 
Vogue, Simplicity, 'McCall's 
and Butterick Patterns. 
FOR THAT PARTY DRESS 
We have more than sixty 
brocades to select from. 
I NOW I 
SEWING CLASSES 
At Fashion Fabrics, Marina 
SIX WEEKS COURSE 
Beginners and Intermediate 













Owned and Operated by 
CDR Lee G. Mills, USN (Ret. I 
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We've Come A Long Way-
But Where 
Are We Now? 
The commercial which claims, "Cigar-
ettes are like women - the best ones are 
slim and rich" might well be the rallying 
cry for today's 'new' (?) look which de-
mands a super slim figure, tong slender legs 
and a big fat pocketbook. Designers warn 
that starvation diets and rigorous exer-
cise routines are here to stay: rather than 
offering refuge, the midi actually EMPHA-
SIZES the less than perfect figure. 
One definite drawback to the midi is its 
less than universal wearability. While the 
mini skirt could be worn well by women 
of almost any height, the midi decidedly 
favors the tall woman. 
Another drawback to the midi is its 
need for careful accessorizing, from the 
essential boots (the newest look here is 
laced to the knees - and how many of us 
have time for that on a daily basis?) to the 
fake snake belts and the ever-present gau-
cho hats. 
This need for careful accessorizing may 
indeed be the midi's greatest drawback -
even greater than its 'frumpy-look' length 
- since it requires of women atliances 
with very fat pocketbooks. A simple dress 
and jacket costume retailing for $145, and 
requiring gaucho hat ($11 ), boots with 
gold trim to match the buttons on the 
skirt ($54), leather shoulder bag ($26) 
totals a mere $236. Such a deal. How could 
any woman resist - or so the fashion in-
dustry reasons. And therein lies a tale. 
my friend. 
Planned Obsolescence 
Economics play a large part in the 
changing fashion scene. Planned obsoles-
cense is as fundamental in Paris as it is 
in Detroit, and couturiers who don't like 
designing minis are having their revenge. 
Egged on by a faltering textile industry 
and wholesale stores who need something 
to sell, designers decided on a new skirt 
length. 
While they would have us believe that 
the idea (or the midi came independently 
but coincidentally to one and all at the 
same time, it is more probable that they 
simply do not wish to admit copying. For 
one thing is certain: this is an all-for-one 
and one-for-all not so subtle conspiracy of 
designers, retailers and manufacturers to 
force upon women an uncomfortable, un-
attractive encumberance. It is a sort of 
last ditch attempt of a dying industry des-
perately seeking a windfall to put it back 
on its feet. (press output in the U.S. I~st 










OPEN II A.M . - 2 A.M. 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
6 Bkxks West of tile H.P.S. Mliin GIN 
55 Camino Aquljito, Monterey Rete rvltions 375·5104 
409 ALVARADO STREET DOWNTOWN MONTEREY 
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million, and many textile manufacturers 
are on the verge of folding.) 
Since women have for generations blind· 
ly followed the dictates of the fashion in-
dustry like so many sheep, it is under-
standable that the industry should be re-
lying on this herd instinct; this fear of 
looking passe to force women into buying 
whole new wardrobes and thus bolster the 
fash ion industry's economy. 
The question of the hour is, can it really 
happen? Is the return of the Midi-evil 
ages upon us or will women reject out of 
hand this attempt to force a total change 
of style upon them ? Only once before in 
recent times have women used good judge-
ment - when they rejected the sexle'ss 
"sack" look. 
Of course the wise woman, the truly 
feminine woman, has always taken from 
every ufashionable" look only that which 
was good for her, disdaining the fadd ists, 
who dress more for competition with other 
women and often to the dismay of the 
men in their lives. Are there more wise 
women today? Who can say for sure? It 
is , however, a certain ty that women are 
freer, more active and mobile - definitely 
more independent than in the past. 
Research on the Question of the falling 
hemline has indicated antagonism, indeci-
sion, or vacillation on the longer length. 
Most women are angered at the attempt to 
force the longer length by such tactics as 
have been taken by department stores 
which require all female sales personnel to 
wear the longer lengths, and which carry 
only the longer lengths in stock. 
Pantsuits the Answer? 
Women are fi ghting back by refusing to 
buy the longer lengths; by sewing their 
own clothes or having them made; or buy_ 
ing pants and pantsuits. (Mini dresses 
make ma rvelous tunic tops for pants.) 
In fa('t. most stores throughout the country 
18.24 "Oreadnaught" American Clipper 
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seem to be experiencing their largest sales 
in pantsuits. So much so in fact, that dress 
manufacturers arc scurrying to produce 
great Quantities - sometimes they do 
know a good thing. 
Amidst all the current controversy ODe 
fact has emerged - the pant suit is now 
among the most acceptable and conven-
tional of wearing apparel. Hospitals now 
find pantsui ts to be excellent uniform wear 
for nurses; ai rline stewardesses find them 
a part of their official wardrobes, and even 
the Naval Postgraduate School is un-
bending a little. Pantsuits appropriate for 
evening wear are acceptable at the Officers 
Club after 5:00 p. m. - Yup, it's official! 
And so the controversy rages - mini, 
midi, maxi, which win it be? A,sk just 
about any man, and he will tell you the 
mini . He is hoping for the Quick demise of 
the midi a nd maxi . Asked what he thinks 
of the reasoning of designers who say the 
midi is sexier than the mini, many a man 
has been given to derisive laughter followed 
by the query, "Says who ?" Husbands have 
been putting their collective feet down: 
"No midis in my house," and "not one red 
cent for a midi," are familiar battle cries. 
Perhaps the most stirring approval of the 
mini was given by the restaurant owner 
in Santa Monica who put his money where 
his mouth is. From now on miniskirted 
customers will be charged half price. There 
is a man with the courage of his convic-
tions. How many women will have the 
courage to follow theirs? Will women win 
the fight for liberation on the fashion 
front? Have you corne a long way baby-
that's the big question. -Carol Bingham 
USNA Class of '63 
One of the warmest summer days this 
year happened to coincide with OUT beach 
party and picnic. Many enjoyed swimming 
beforc eating a variety of dishes prepared 
by the wives. Thanks to the Hiltons and 
the Lents for planning such an enjoyable 
family outing. 
The wives enjoyed their monthly eve-
ning of bridge at the Officers and Faculty 
Club. High honors went to Grace Lents 
with Carol Dehnert placing second. Any-
onc interested in playing bridge should 
call Ann Dennis at 375-2905. 
We1come to all newly arrind cbssmates! 
Please contact Lana Moore, membership 
chairman, at 375-5980 or sign the roster 
in the mail center so we'll know you are 
here. - Carol Dehnert 






By appointment only 
Telephone 624-8444 
Carmel, Calif. 
Fo r the finest and most authentic Sailing 
Ships and Seascape paintings. 
HaIlS Ska1agard 
OPEN DAILY 
10,30 A.M. - 5 ,00 P.M. 
LOS CORTES 8U1LD1NG 
(Inner Court) 
Dolores at 5th 
P.O. Box 6611 
CARMEL 
Telephone 624-5979 
Mastercharge - SankAmericard 
Special Terms for Service Personnel 
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Wan. Caverly 
Wife of lCDR Donald E. Caverly 
modeling. fall pant su~ 
by Rhodes of Calnornia 
Stop at 
Marguerite's Fashion Shop 
when shopping for 
Sportswear by Rhodes of California, 
Vera, Mr. Oino, Nardis 01 Dallas 
• Cocktail Fash ions 
• Lounge wear and a large selection 
of blouses 
No extra charge for 30 day account 
Opposite Naval Postgraduate School 
1374 Mark Thomas Drive 
Phone 373-1115 
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Coast Guard Wives 
The Coast Guard ce lebrated its birth~ 
day on August 4 so we held a picnic at 
the Presidio picnic grounds. Thanks to 
Linda Vence, the children enjoyed them~ 
selves by running races and trying to 
break pinatas filled with toys and candy; 
and the adults competed in leg races and 
egg tossing, trying to win "cold duck." 
Ft. Ord Hobby Shop was our wives 
club function for this month. While on the 
tour the wives were ab le to see what is 
availab le for them especially for Christ -
mas ideas. Then we adjourned to Kendra 
Adams' home for a business meeting, des~ 
sert a nd coffee. 
The couples got together for a night of 
bowling at the Cypress Bowl and dancing 
at the Mission Ranch. Prizes were awarded 
JOAN SCHERF 
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for those who exercised too much. 
Carol Hobson was our hostess for the 
first bridge this month w hich was held at 
the club and the second was hosted by 
. Sharon Shepard. We were happy to see 
so many new wives playing bridge. 
- Sharon Shepard 
CEC Wives 
In July, Pat and Jim Callahan and Do~ 
loris and Hank Holmes hosted a lovely 
buffet dinner party at the Callahan's home 
in La Mesa Village. This occasion was a 
perfect opportunity to see old friends after 
vacat ion and to meet newly-arrived CEC 
officers and their wives . 
The CEC wives bridge group was en-
tertained at Pat Totten's home in Monte~ 
rey. Please contact Pat if you would like 
to join our monthly bridge games. 












Call 394-1 077 
1306 Fremont 
SeaSide, Cal ifornia 
Wife of Lt. Walter Scherf 
Student Nnal Postgraduate School 




Marsala is a delightful strong sweet 
wine. The taste is like that of aged sherry 
with a s light caramel flavor reminiscent 
of Madeira. 
Marsala was invented by the British 
around the 18th century as an alternat ive 
to sherry and achieved great popularity in 
the m id-19th century. 
The best Marsala is bott led in Italy and 
basically comes in three categories of 
quality, Virgin Marsala, the best, accord-
ing to Hugh J ohnson, author of "Wine," 
whom I have previously quoted, " ... can 
be like an old 010r050 sherry, dry, Duttily 
scented and deep-flavoured." He considers 
the other two qua lit ies, Garibaldi and Ital-
ia, as good additives to clear soups and 
consomme and very good for general 
cooking. 
Because Marsala is genera lly unknown 
in this century. it makes a marvelous in-
ve.'itment for those who like to maintain 
a well-stocked wine cellar. The best Virgin 
Marsala costs the same, for example. as 
a second-rate sherry. 
9-9 Monday, Thursday, Friday 
9 -6 Other Days 
Across from the Hill Theatre 
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Marsala Bombe 
3 egg yokes 
6 tablespoons of wate r 
3 tablespoons of sugar 
0 cup Marsala 
~ cup whipping cream 
Combine eggs, water, sugar, Marsala in 
to p of double boiler. Place in hot, not 
boiling water and beat with wire whisk 
until lukewarm. Place top part of double 
bo iler in pan of cold water and continue 
beating until foamy a nd s lightly thickened. 
Beat cream until stiff and fold into egg 
mixture ... Pour into a melon shaped one-
quart mold. Cover with a double thickness 
of waxed paper, held down by elastic o r 
string. Freeze. Unmold and se rve with 
fresh strawberries and whipped cream or, 
using the egg whites, make small bite-size 
merangues and use them to decorate the 
serving dish with Maraschino cherries and 
whipped cream. 
Serve this elegant dessert with small 
cups of Expresso coffee or accompanied 
by a glass of Marsala. - Rickie Frost 
Remember-La Mesa 
Speed limitis 15 mph 
W ... J. PONDER'S 
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USNA Class of '64 
Welcome aboard to newcomers; we are 
looking forward to seeing you and your 
wives at our October Party. 
An Italian potluck was held at the 
Oceanview home of Karen Prath. It was 
followed by a short business meeting. 
Couples were hosted for bridge by Kris-
tin and Jim Swan. August high scorer at 
wives' bridge was Carole Ray. Anyone in-
terested in playing call Carole at 372-7601. 
Don't miss out! Have your hubby sign 
the r egister in the student mail center, 
TOMORROW!! - Cathie Tinston 
Brides' Coffee 
On September 3, at 8 p. m. a coffee was 
held in the home of Mrs. Gaines for those 
new to military life. RADM and Mrs. 
McNitt, CAPT and ·MrS. Gaines, OSWC 
officers, and 27 brides attended. RADM 
a nd Mrs. McNitt answered <Iuestions per-
taining to military life and presented each 
girl with a new bride's packet containing 




61 Soledad Drive · Monte Vista Village • 372-7766 
WELCOME ABOARD 
FROM FURNITURE SQUARE 
Have this lovely bedroom group in your 
home tomorrow-from Furniture Square's 
wide selection of bedroom, dining room, 
and livi ng room collections. Spanish, 
modern, traditional, and contemporary. 
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"I w,nt juice!" says 2-year-old Michelle Fisette, who is deaf. She oHers a smile for a cookie (David J. Watk.ins photos) 
Deaf Education and Family Guidance 
Deaf Education and Family Guidance is 
a newly-formed organization of concerned 
adults dedicated to communicating effect-
ively with those among us who are deaf. 
The child, not his impairment, is the focus 
of DEAF Guidance. "These children are 
capable of a lot, and we will strive to 
provide it," explains the organization's 
president, John R. Snapp. 
With this in mind, the group has set 
about to try to bring what is taken for 
granted for hearing children to those with 
h-:aring impairments. With hearing the 
only problem, very little more is possible 
for the hearing child than for the deaf one. 
Often the deaf child, in developing his 
other skills and abilities, exceJls in his 
endeavors at sports, crafts and visual 
tasks. 
In the past most activities were not de-
signed to include the deaf or hard-of-hear-
ing child. Hopefully, DEAF Guidance can 
change this by bringing to the attention 
of the public just how capable the hearing 
impaired can be. "We hope to show 
through publicity and integration with the 
hearing community the wealth of human 
potential that there is in those without 
normal hearing," says a member of the 
board, Sue F rench. 
The P rogram 
To provide a program such as would be 
expected for a hearing child, swimming, 
craftg and some informal daily lessons 
were arranged for the young deaf citizens 
by the members and fri (' nds of DEAF 
Guidance. The community was quick to 
answer the call for assi stance when it came 
time to search for places to conduct acti-
vities. Our Lady of Mt. Carmel in Car-
mel Valley offered rooms for informal 
classes for the two-year-olds and All Saints 
Episcopal in Carmel volunteered space for 
the four-year-olds to have crafts. 
Along with the craft program, the older 
children set forth to explore the Peninsula 
in a series of field trips to learn by seeing 
what other children learn by hearing. They 
went everywhere - a boat tr ip on the Bay, 
a train trip to Watsonville, a dairy in Sa-
linas, tours through the Herald, the PG&E 
P lant at Moss Landing and, on a beautiful 
pacific day, a Quiet time at Pt. Lobos. The 
summer activities proved so worthwhile 
that DEAF Guidance is going to work 
to see that it continues throughout the 
school year. 
Another important aspect of the activi-
ties for the deaf child is that it gives the 
rest of the family bits of free t ime together. 
\;Vith ;;t "special" child, it is often hard for 
the family to find time to do things with 
other children in the family. By filling this 




Phone 394-6652 Thund,y .,.d Frid.y till 9 p .m. 
Sunday Noon-S p,m. 
FURNISHINGS HIGH STYLE CORNER GROUP 
2 mattresses, 2 box springs, 2 quilted coverlets, 
2 matching bolsters and a corner table. Makes 




Mi li tary Credit Welcome 
Terms Ava ilable 
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Abo,.e : "Six!" In the atmosphere of play Joey Yoshida and Clay Fitzpatrick of Salinas combine 
language and number learning. Both Joey and Clay attend the county program for the dea~ under the 
leadership of Dr "BIll" Oliver. Belew: The SlTuie that cernes when a deaf child hears sound -
Little Joleen Lambert listens to county teacher Susan Lynch 
the family as a whole unit rather than just 
one member of it. 
While activities and family take a large 
dice of the organization's time, there is 
a lso the educational aspects to consider. 
During the school year, the children attend 
c1as~es that are provided by the county, 
IInder the leaders hip of Dr. W ill iam O li· 
vcr. The number of classes has increased 
from one to three in just two years. 
Working with Dr. O liver, meeting with 
the parents of hearing chi ldren to exchange 
ideas and taking a place in the responsibi li. 
ties of being part of the school it self will be 
major points of concentration during the 
formal educational part of the child's life. 
While the deaf child requires special 
training gea red to his needs, it is desirable 
for him to be in contact with hearing stu-
dents during recess, sports and activities. 
This way he docs not feci se t apart be-
cause of his lack of hearing. 
There are many responsibilities tha t 
DEAF Guidance has accepted to reach its 
goa ls, such as : (1) to promote an under-





• femmes fatales 
FOR PRACTICALLY 
EVERYBODY'S BUDGET 
Li ... ol. S, .. Oc_ - c:-
CK<+«+«~~~~~~~ .... ~ 
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public and public officials; (2) parental 
counseling by parents or other people who 
have a full understanding of deafness; (3) 
promote legislative bills that w ill benefit 
the welfare and education of all deaf 
children ; (4) promote and help maintain 
health measures and programs that will aid 
in the prevention of deafness ; (5) support 
adult educational classes; (6) promote and 
help institute educational programs and 
facilities for multiple handicapped deaf 
children; (7) monetary assistance to those 
that require it; and, (8) provide special 
tutorial, educational or psychological sup-
plements to a child's regular education 
when needed. 
All of this is the immediate need of those 
wi'th hearing impairments that DEAF 
Guioance was formed to provide. Anyone 
who feels that he might like to aid tbe 
deaf or learn more is urged to ca1l 242-3236 
or 624-5068. Any interest anyone may have 
will be a benefit to the deaf community. 
With the look of space age moderns, t'NO finger painting artists set to create a masterpiece 
The head sets are auditory trainers used in the county program for the deaf children. 
(David J. Watkins photo) 
Aboye : In I list meeting, Carl Gustafson, left, 
bids farewell to three deaf friends, Dina Engle, 
George Ledbetter and Cheryl French. Cheryl and 
George have families in La Mesa Village. Left · 
Rachel Snapp waits her tum in class. Right : 
Joleen Lambert of Jamesburg receives assistance 
In her sign for horse. (Photos left and right 
cwrtesy of Carmel Valley OJtlookl 
Any parents wbo have or suspect that 
they might have a child with special needs 
is welcomed to DEAF Guidance. Often 
the parent of such a child feels isolated 
and atone, but as soon as he comes in con-
tact with those that share his problem, the 
situation takes on a new and positive per-
spective. 
ASSIGNEES TO D.C., FORT MEADE, 
ANDREWS, PENTAGON AREAS! 
Write or phone JOHN T. CONNElLY, LT. COL. U.S.A.F. RETIRED for information 
describing comfortable living at Belair Bowie, Maryland. 
A.t prices you can aHord • Prices generally range from $24,000 to $40,000 
HERE ARE THE APPROXIMATE DRIVING TIMES FROM BOWIE TO: 
Downtown O. c ....................................... _ ............. _ .. _ .. _ .... . . ............................................ 25 minutes 
Pent.gon ... _ .................. . .............................. _ ...... . 
Andrews AFB.... . ......................................... . 
Ann.polis..... ...................... . .... _ .............. _ .......... ................. _. 
Ft. Mi!!.1d .......... _ ..................•..................... _ •...•....••.... _. 
Tidewater Belair Realty, Inc . 
Belair Shopping Center 
Bowie, Maryland 2071 S 
Residence 
301 -262-2457 
. ....... 35 minutes 
. .....•..... 20 minutes 
. ........... 20 minutes 












D EA F Guidance is here to help the 
deaf community. and deaf children in par-
ticular. Although this assistance is given 
to the deaf, it will be a benefit to the com-
munity as a whole. 
So with an optimistic look to the future 
and with faith in the capabilities of those 
with a hearing impairment, DEAF Guid-
ance launches into the first year of exist-
ence with a mighty program and enthusi-
astic people to carry it out I 
- Lequita Watkins 
Editor's Note: Mort in/ormation may be 
obtained from Mrs, Walkins al 624·5068 
or by ,//Tiling DEAF Guidance. 223 Na· 
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VALNIZZA MARKET 
401 Oce .... Monterey 
Phone 375·6839 
Delivery Service 
In rite heart of ~l: Gron residenti.11 
section - one block from the 5th 
Street entrance to tIte Nny School. 
We Give S b H 6tee" StaMpS 
Weekly Hours : 7:30 ~.M. to 9:00 p.m. 
Sund,ys 8:30 ~.M. to 8:00 p.m . 
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Aboye : story time for 4-year-olds. LCDR Gary 
Ledbetter's son George, Dina Engle of Seastde 
and L T Charles French's daughter Cheryl are the 
students; Lequita Watkins, lek, and Terrie Wat-
kins the story tellers. (Roger Fremier photo) 
left: "AirplJne," Some parents in DEAF Guidance 
have added f jnger spelling and sign language to 
their child's oral language. Mrs. John R. Snapp, 
left, and Mrs. Rod Lambert work. with Joleen 
Lambert and Rachel Snapp at a 5e5sion in Car-
mel Valley. 
(Photo courtesy of Carmel Valley OJtlook) 
Below : "W,ttr," A basic word comes naturally 
into play during a washup after crafts. 
(David J Watkins photo) 
Join C~""elo, the He~rthstone Cricket for 
Choic:nt ClI.rc .. llroile4 _OUbPiGGBP 
STlAKS • IllS • SEAFOODS 
Cocktails • Lunch • Di~ 
Suncby Brunch 11 ·2:30 
Shelh .mel Junipero, urmel 62"·2739 
Superb Seafood - Steaks and 
Polynesian Specialties 
Jerry Winters and Sioux Scott 
in the Show Lounge 
Private luncheons and dinner parties from 
5 to 300 persons. 
700 Cannery Row, Monterey 
Phone 372.8543 
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layer. When Laura opened to door to the 
house before she cut the cake, two doves. 
symbols of good luck, Aew out. 
Before her marriage, Laura received her 
university degree in art. She is not only 
a talented artist in her own right, she is 
also quite knowledgeable in all forms of 
the fine a rts - both traditional and mod-
ern. But Laura's expertise lies in her spe-
cial ability in res toring old pain tings. Her 
learning in this area was obtained during a 
year of study in Milan in restoration of old 
canva~ses. Laura hopes to obtain a joh 
doing restoration when she returns to 
Italy in October. 
Most of the work done is in cleaning 
rather than any actual repainting, but 
Laura said that sometimes re-gluing and 
touching up must be done. The recipes 
used for the glues and colors all come 
from the 15th and 16th centuries so that 
the restoration can be accomplished with 
au thenticity. 
laUt •• nd Ennio M.cchi were marned In a country' church In a small town outside Milan, wit h .a 
reception held In a 2OO-yeer-old restaurant 
While telling me about her educational 
hackground, Laura described Italy's edu· 
cational system. There are five years of 
elementary school, three years of junior 
high and five years of high school. Attend· 
ance is compulsory through the junior 
high level, and most students now continue 
on to the high school level. However, the 
students must decide at the end of the 
eighth year what kind of senior high he 
wants to attend - the classical, the sc ien-
tific, the artistic, the vocationa l. Each 
stresses different areas of endeavor. The vibrant and charming Italian envoy 
to the Naval Postgraduate School's OS-
\VC is Laura Macchi, wife of aeronautical 
engineering student Ennio Macchi. Ennio 
is on leave of absence from the University 
of Milan where he is an ass istan t profes_ 
sor. He has been sent by the university to 
Monterey to study turbo engines under 
Professor Michael Vavra. 
Laura is a world traveler. Although 
Italian by h~ritage, she was born in Brazil 
to where her grandfather had emigrated 
during the 1920s. Laura's father returned 
to Italy for his education but went back 
to South America before the outbreak of 
\-Vodel War I r. In addition to her living 
in the American continents, she has trav-
eled extensively in England, Spain, Portu-
gal, Greece and Egypt. With this back-
ground, she looked forward with eager an-
ticipation to her extended visit to the 
States. 
Like quite a few other of Ollr foreign 
wives, Laura came to Cal ifornia last Au-
gust a new bride, having been married 
only two weeks before in a small town 
outside of Milan. Her wedding took place 
in a small country church, which had been 
lavishly decorated with flowers in side and 
out, and the reception afterwards was held 
in a 200-year-old restaurant. 
Tn contrast to American customs, the 
Italian bride chooses attendants among 
both her male 2.nd female relatives and 
friends, so Laura had hoth a best man and 
a matron of honor as her attendants. 
Laura's wedding cake was designed as 
a house and garden by placing three layers 
next to each other and putting a small 
house crea ted out of icing, on the middle 
We talked about Italy's achievements 
since the war in achieving a strong democ-
racy and a healthy economy, but her eco-
nomic success is more apparent in tht: 
%Iage Shoe Tree 
CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA «-~ DEL MONTE CENTER 
Complete selection of FASHION SHOES and HANDBAGS 
for women 
CAPEllO - JOHANSEN - PALAlllO - SPALDING 
KIMEL - FREDELLE (from Italy) - AMALFI 
Complete se lection of BUSTER BROWN children's shoes at our 
DEL MONTE store- fa shi on chi ldren's shoes for both boys and girl s 
An exceptional selec tion of woolens, 
tweeds, plaids, and knits, both imported 
and domestic including printed challis. 
For . the festive season , polyester bro-
cades, lurex polyester knits in vibrant 
colors. all machine washable. 
Lincoln, South of Ocean • 624-7804 CARMEL 
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more industrialized, affluent north than in 
the largely agricultural south. Laura com-
mented that her life in urban Milan is 
little different from her life here in Cali-
fornia. but that tife in some of the smaller 
villages in southern Italy is often quite 
difficult. Unemployment and poverty are 
problems there just as in our southern 
United States. 
Laura was Illost delighted about two 
aspects of American life when she came 
here: the little class distinction in Ameri-
can social life and the mobility of the 
American public. I taly is a country whose 
dominance in the world has continued 
through many centuries, but she is a com-
paratively young democracy. Traits of her 
monarchist tradition are s tilt evident in the 
titles that are inevitably given to members 
of former nobility even though such titles 
no longer really exist. Thus, there is pres-
ent a certain amount of class consciousness 
in the minds of the Italian people. 
Fmthermore, Italy is a country whose 
people arc strongly family-centered. There 
is not the mobile populace that one finds 
in modern-day America. The vast majority 
of people live their entire lives in the same 
area in which they were horn. Laura no-
ticed this contrast to life here immediately 
in spite of the fact that her own life has 
certainly been an exception to the average. 
The h.bcchis have traveled and seen as 
much of the States as they could while 
here: they visited New York, Las Vegas, 
Los Angeles, Denver and Salt Lake City 
where they spent last Christmas with their 
sponsors. Jim and Margaret Maitland. 
By the time this article appears, they 
will be on their way back to Italy. cruising 
across the Atlantic on a large ItaHan liner. 
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Before leaving, they plan stops in New 
Orleans and Mexico. Laura hopes that 
they will be returning again to visit some 
of the many friends they've made here. 
-Judy M cKee 
USNA Class of '65 
The wives recently had a chance to 
preview the midi look at a fashion show / 
luncheon at the Shutters restaurant. Wives 
Susy Howard, Paula Schiniller, B. J. 
Wood, Dianne Reason and Susan Hester 
modelled the latest fashions from the Ca-
chet of Carmel shop. The opinion was that 
the styles were TOO long, but pantsuits 
won a vote of approval. 
A rock and roll party was held in the 
Trident Room. I t was to have featured a 
live band, but unfortunately the band met 
with an auto accident, so the juke box pro-
vided entertainment. 
Linda and George Wilson had a reun-
ion gathering for friends to visit with class-
mates Dave Gillespie and Bitt De Fries 
and their wives, Anne and Sandy, who 
were p~ssing through the Monterey area. 
J ette Brown, Kay and David have left 
for the mountains and ski slopes of Swit-
zerland. where Jette will study for his 
i\'faster's degree in political science be-
tween sessions on the slopes. 
Don Bonsper and Hap Hadd have orders 
for Vietnam; wives Pam and Kayleen 
and kiddies will !?tay here in Monterey. 
Denny Moritz, now aboard the USS 
Haddock will be home ported in Pearl 
H arbor for the next three years. Pam and 
Bobby are on their way to join him after 
a visit to famity and friends in Chicago. 
- Carol Bingham 
Page Nineteen 
Mrs. Berti Coolidge 
Fashionbilt - "Coat for all 
Seasons" Fabric protected 
by Scotchgard 100% 
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WETTING THE STRIPE Staff Wives 
Wetting down their stripes are, from left, LC-
DRs J im Durbin, Charlie Bonham and Steve Lom-
bardo. 
Beer, wine punch and sizzling hambur-
gers were in plentiful supply at the after-
noon party at the NPS picnic grounds 
in August to wet down the stripes of LC-
D Rs Steve Lombardo, C harlie Bonham 
and Jim Durbin. The vigorous volleyball 
games and the fight to the finish horseshoe 
tournament with bottles of wine as prizes 
worked up healthy appetites and thirsts. 
Section N094 and friends recently 
gathered in the Galleon Room for cock-
tails and hors d'oeurves to help Fred Schil-
ler celebrate his promotion to the rank of 
LCDR. 
GJine Gifts 
with the Charm 
of Carmel 
and 
the Old World 





Displ, ying their , w,rds for horseshoe competi-
tion are, from left, Bob Mills, Kathy Steckler, 
Dee Mills, Bob Steckler, Terri Dennison, Steve 
Lombardo, Martha and Mike Marchetti. 
Ft. Ord's Lanai Room, complete with 
buffet and bar, was the setting of a wetting 
down celebration for seven new LCDRs: 
John Pearson, John Gallamore, Dick Wat-
kins, Bob Hicks, AI Helbig, John Adams 
and Wes Jordan. To carry out the Hawai-
ian theme, the hosts and their wives wore 
fresh flower leis. Giant shoulder boards 
decorated the walls, and individual match 
hoxes designed to resemble shoulder 
boards were provided as favor~ for the 
guests. 
CORSET SHOP 
CORSETS CUSTOM FITTED 
IY REGI5TEIt~D CO.SElIERS 
... 
NAME IltANDS OF II NGEUE 
The new officers of the Staff Wives 
Club, elected at the final meeting last May, 
were on hand at the Club's annual barbe-
cue in August to tpeet both new and old 
members. Mrs. Sydney Parker, president; 
Mrs. George Luckett, vice president; Mrs. 
Ronald McAfcc, recording secretary; Mrs. 
Graydon Durham, corresponding secre-
tary; Mrs. Donald Fitzgerald, treasurer; 
Mrs. George Thaler, senior director; and 
Mrs. George Haltiner, junior director, 
helped make the first activity of the 1970-71 
year successful. The buffet barbecue was 
held in the La Novia Room. Guitarist L. 
)ayc Valenzuela sang and p layed music 
throughout the evening. 
In July Mrs. Parker chose her committee 
chairmen for the year: Mrs. George East 
and Mrs. William Tolles, yearbook; Mrs. 
P. A. Boyne, liaison; Mrs. Phillip Hart-
man, afternoon bridge; Mrs. Corrie Hahs. 
evening bridge; Mrs. J. A. Long, bowling; 
Mrs. Robert Gaskell, golf: and Mrs. 
Gerald Musgrave, publicity. 
In September, the Membership Tea was 
held in the La Novia Room. Wives from 
the Government and Humanities Depart-
ment and Aviation Safcty Department 
were hostesses. Mrs. Parker welcomed 
hack old members and extended an invita-
tion to all new staff wives to become mem-
bers and join in the c1uh activities through-
out the year. 
On Thursday, Oct. 8, the re witl be a 
luncheon hosted by the wives from the 
Ael ol1autic~ Del>artment. 
- Janet Musgrave 
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Security Group Navy Relief Society 
Barbara Pender organized a very nice 
expedition to the Monterey Pottery Shop 
in the Carmel Valley. Previous to that we 
enjoyed luncheon in the sunshine at the 
Keeping Room. Ron Cole's bride, Pat, 
joined us for the first time. 
-Diana D. Shoup 
O Uf dress-a-doll project is coming to a 
close now and we are pleased to see many 
lovely dons coming in. I f your section 
hasn't turned their dressed doll or dolls in 
yet, please be sure to do so in the next 
few days as the deadline is Oct. 15. You 
may turn the dolls in to the Navy Relief 
Office which is open from 9:30 to 2 :30 
p. m.; to the Catholic Chaplain's Office, 
Term Insurance Planning Corporation 
329 OCEAN AVENUE • MONTEREY • TREPHONE 373-1236 
CDR USN (un 
RETIREMENT IS GREAT - PLAN FOR IT 
While teaching flnanci~1 planning to hundreds of naval officers during 
my last . navy assignment, I discovered that the average career officer 
is so busy with his work that he does not have time to research life 
insurance and investment planning. Consequently he is generally so.ld 
programs which may not take into consideration his uniquely favorable 
position as a career officer. 
Last October ( starled a new career by contacting as many military 
families as possible and explaining how to buy life insurance and 
making them aware of the different investments which are well suited 
to a career officer. This resulted in clients buying over eight million 
dollars of term life insurance coupled with individual investments from 
twenty-five to one hundred dollars monthly! 
At this time I am pleased to announce that Mr. Jack Riggs, President 
of Financial Protection Associates, and I have created TERM INSURANCE 
PLANNING CORPORATION which is designed to satisfy the specialized 
financial plann ing needs of the military and civilians. 
Mr. Riggs is considered a pioneer in coordinating term insurance with 
equity investments. He has over twenty years life insurance experience 
and as president of FPA has been a broker/de~ler in the securities 
business for over ten years. 
Our new corporation has fifty-three dual licensed representatives in 
California. One of our objectives is to expand so that active duty 
personnel will be serviced by our retired military representatives 
throughout the country - "Military Serving Military"r 
Our goal shall always be to only recommend a play, a policy, or 
course of action to a client which we would accept for ourselves if we 
were in that client's position. 
To my one hundred seventy-six clients I want to thank you for helping 
to make possible the formation of 
TERM INSURANCE PLANNING CORPORATION 
WEEKLY FINANCIAL PLANNING LECTURES NOW 
SCHEDULED FOR WIVES· CALL 375-1236 
or to Carole Ray's home in La Mesa. 
Carole lives at 390-A Ricketts Rd. but 
please call her first at 372-7601 before 
taking your dolls over there. The dolls will 
be used as centerpieces on the tab les at 
the October fashion show, then gift 
wrapped and included in the Christmas 
baskets for local military families. Once 
again [ stress, please don 't forget to in-
clude your name, section number, and stu-
dent mail center number with the dolls, 
which should be bagged and preferably 
boxed securely. There are no restrictions 
on dressing these dolls and no limit to 
the number or size of dolls your section 
turns in. We sincerely appreciate all your 
work and effort, as wilt the little girls to 
whom these go. 
Wives of new Postgraduate students, 
don't forget to visit the Navy Relief table 
a t this month's Welcome Aboard Coffee. 
We can use your inte rest and talent in 
many areas, including the proposed nurse-
ryat NALF. This will be staffed by one 
full-time paid worker, and many Navy Re-
lief volunteer workers who will receive 
hours' credit. Any wives interested in this 
projected nursery. which will take care of 
well-children while their mothers are at 
the dispensary, are urged to caB the Navy 
Relief Office or sign up at the Welcome 
Aboard Coffee. 
The layette chairman, Corita Davison 
is in the Navy Relief office every Thurs_ 
day from 10:00 a. m. untit 2:00 p. m. and 
has two new patterns for knitted baby 
sweaters. 
Anyone who has large donations for 
the thrift shop are urged to call Lou Pan-
nunzio at the thrift shop or at home at 
242-7215 as she will arrange pick-up of 
your item. 
. Navy Relief Society held a workshop 
and luncheon August 20 at the Com-
missioned Officers Mess. There were 25 
in attendance a t the workshop where Mrs. 
Roske, Executive Secretary of the San 
Francisco Auxiliary, briefed us on new 
office procedures. At the luncheon which 
followed, Chaplain Cloonan, Executive 
'Secretary of the Monterey Branch. award-
ed hours' pins to the following wives : 
Mrs. Sally Freed, 100 hours; Mrs. Pene-
lope Neurp, Mrs. Diane Reason, Mrs. Ma-
ria Trump, Mrs. Pattie Scholl, Mrs. Cinda 
Kocbe r, and Mrs. Barbara Adams, all re-
ceived 100 hours' pins, as did Mrs. Sally 
T indall and Mrs. Shiela Gold. A 6OO-hour 
pin was awarded to Mrs. Diane Williams 
while Mrs. Marlene Durkin received heT 
well-deserved lOoo-hour pin. 




Editor : Peggy Huston 
Reporters: Mary McFeely, Marian Win-
ters, Pat DeCarli, Rosemary Kosakoski 
AAG9 . .. For our first gathering of the 
new quarter John and Arliene Kennedy 
arranged for section couples to enjoy the 
seafood buffet at the Presidio Officers' 
Club. After dinner we continued our eve-
ning at Aldon's Night Club. 
The monthly wives coffee was hostessed 
by Sandi Avery. Special guests that eve-
ning were Mrs. Donald W. Avery, Sr., 
and Barbara Barnes' mother, Mrs. D. M. 
Matheson. Mrs. Avery Sr. was visiting in 
Monterey en route from Massachusetts to 
Japan, while Dr. and Mrs. Matheson had 
come from Boone, N.C., to await the birth 
of their newest grandchi ld. The Mathesons 
also plan a trip to the Orient following 
their visit here. Other out-of-town guests 
this month included Mr. and Mrs. Chuck 
Shenners in the home of the John Ken-
nedys. 
AA0401 . " In July, Jane Monroe gave 
a coffee for section wives in he r La Mesa 
home. The Shutters was the scene of the 
August luncheon chosen by the hostesses, 
Kathy Enterline and B. J. Wood. Mrs. 
Martha Cairns, grandmother of Bobbie 
Burns, visiting from Queens Village, N.Y., 
joined us for lunch and was lucky enough 
to win the Aoral centerpiece door pr ize. 
Following the noon repast, we regrouped 
at the Monterey Peninsula Museum of Art 
for a private meeting with D. H. Ligare, 
winner of the 1970 Monterey County 
Painting Competition. Mr. Ligare an-
swered questions and discussed his paint-
ings on display in the Museum. 
A flight suit party was held at Rob 
and B. J. \ V cod's home with Hank and 
Nancy Kahrs assisting them in making 
party arrangements. August bridge was 
given by Kathy Enterline in her La Mesa 
home. 
Tom and Norma Morgenfeld have spent 
the month entertaining visiting family and 
friends. Tom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. 
A. Morgenfcld, and his aunts, the Misses 
Helen and Ruth Morgenfeld were here 
from Buffalo, N.Y. In addition, Tom and 
Norma hou sed Skip and Pat Blekicki when 
they first arrived in the Monterey area for 
assignment to NPGS. 
AAT9b . . , Simpson's in Carmel was the 
setting of last month's luncheon, planned 
by Sue Laib. After lunch we browsed 
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through the Quiet stree ts and shops of 
Carmel. 
Our beer steins were polished and 
brought out to be used at the informal 
party hos tessed by Vicky and Roy Warren. 
We were happy to see Vicky's parents, 
COL and Mrs. Victor Buettell, join us once 
again. 
A salad luncheon was held recen tly at 
the home of Mary McFeely. The wives 
made several types of meat, fru it and vege-
table salads to be enjoyed by all. 
The men gathered one Saturday eve-
ning at the Pebble Beach home of Carla 
and Jeff Miles for an evening of fem inine 
fashion s - at which they were supposed 
to buy thei r wives 'Christmas presents I 
Again on another Saturday, we banded 
together to drive up to Palo Alto to the 
Chines<' restaurant, Ming's. We toured 
San Juan Bautista and stopped at the vari-
ous wine tasting rooms and fr uit and vege_ 
table stands on the way. 
T he Moffett Field Officer's Club was the 
final meeting place, for those of us who 
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Enjoying BA9301's shipwreck party at NALF Of · 
ficer's Club are, from left , Jake Waltzer, M.arg 
Fitzpat rick, Will Williams, Tom Fitzpatrick and 
~ge Vandewater. 
USNA Class of '62 
Several of the wives enjoyed getting to-
ge ther fo r lunch at the Pat isserie Boissiere 
in Carmel. The French a tmosphere was 
delightful. 
Newcomers may contact J an ie White at 
372-5587. - Sharon Watkins 
BACCALAUREATE 
Editor: Pal Ledbelter 
Reporters: Elizabeth Cook., Gail Baird, 
L Otl Pann1lnzio, Sue Sampson, Pamela 
Bonham, Mary Clay, Barbara Saville, Pat 
Bannach, Pat Donahue, Diane Briggs, 
BA9301 . , . J ackie Sheldon had a sec-
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"Ptoneers" at left gather around the piano during 850101'5 'Wagon Train Formal." At center are hosts Pat and Cliff Ledbetter and Faye and Dave 
Albritton . At right, the ugliest Indian (CliH Ledbetter) attempts to scalp the sheri ff (Dave Blairl. 
The section enjoyed a shipwreck party 
at the NALF Officers' Club. We had some 
very unique costumes, everything from 
Jake and rna Waltzer in leopard skins to 
all kinds, sizes and shapes of flight suits, 
including Susan Goodloe in a chartreuse 
one. We cooked our own steaks, and tern· 
ons for the bar were furnished by Pat 
Jackson. 
Barbara Vandewater served a delicious 
luncheon in her La Mesa home in August. 
Recent bridge hostess was Carol Bar· 
fish. 
Patsy Davis' grandmother, Mrs. Roberts 
from Pensacola, Fla., visited in August. 
BA9303 ... Our July coffee was hos-
tessed by Helen Alberts in her Carmel 
home. 
Brenda Ebbsen's Pacific Grove home 
was the setting for bridge in July. 
The August wives' luncheon was hos-
tessed by Jane Cotter and Gail Baird. 
BSOIOI ... Our first get-together after 
the break was a "Wagon Train Formal" 
hosted by the Dave Albrittons and the 
Cliff Ledbetters. The "get-ups" were hilar-
ious and varied, and after a keg and a case 
of beer, it was concluded that our section 
was endowed with some of the fastest peo-
ple on the draw in the West. The high-
light of the evening was singing to Calami-
ty Faye's player piano, and there was al-
ways some brave soul who sat down to 
pump out one song and stayed for eight 
or nine. 
The section wives met at the old Perry 
House in Mary's Tea Room for cham-
pagne cocktails and lunch in August. Be-
fore lunch we browsed through the art 
gallery, card shop and antique shops in 
the Perry House. Then we retired to the 
balcony for cocktails. 
BAOI02 ... Our section wives got to-
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Open Nights lor Your Con •• nionc •• t the Mark Thom.s 
Inn opposite Postgradu.t. School-
MARK THOMAS INN 
1360 Mark Thomas Dr ive - 372-7406 
delightful luricheon hostessed by Julia 
Dawson and Norma Gilkison. 
Visitors from out of town this month 
included Mrs. F. M. Richards from Dan-
ville, III., visiting with her daughter and 
family, Ed and July Bednar; Mr. and Mrs. 
Francis Clark of Crete, I11., were the house 
guests of Chick and Gerry Clark; and 
from Pensacola, Fla., Mr. and Mrs. R. W. 
Crowder visited their daughter and family, 
Merl and Fran Belto. 
BA030l . . . We have a very active 
bridge group now whicn is meeting week-
ly. Gerrie Erner, Terry Dennison and Eve-
lynne Anderson have graciously hosted 
for the past few weeks. 
OUf July luncheon was planned by Nan-
cy Punches and Judi Nicks at The Clock 
Garden Restaurant in Monterey. 
The arrival of their newly-adopted 
daughter, Whitney ·Coleen, to the home 
of Bob and Nancy Punches was the reason 
for a lovely surprise shower given jointly 
by Lois Quinn and Francine Miller in 
Francine's home. 
Three sections hosted aWe 1 com e 
Aboard cocktail party for three of our new 
sections. The hosting sections were BAO-
30!, BA0302 and BA0303. The sections 
welcomed to NPG5 were BAllO!, BAlI02 
and B51103. 
BA0302 ... August rolled in with a {un-
filled "come-as-you-are party" held at Rog-
er and Nancy McTighe's lovely La Mesa 
home. Food was furnished by the section 
wives who brought their favorite hot or 
cold hors d'oeuvres. Thanks to Roger and 
Nancy for opening their home to us all. 
Section wives held their monthly meeting 
and luncheon at the Jolly Rogue on Fish-
erman's Wharf. Sharon Huston was our 
bostess. 
BA0303 ... Our section had a day of 
fun and sun in early August at the N ALF 
picnic grounds. The youngs ters present, 
who came in a variety of sizes, joined their 
parents in spirited games of volleyball and 
horseshoes. The wives brought salada, 
beans and other picnic items while the hUI-
bands barbecued hot dogs and hamburger .. 
Page Twenty·Four 
Del Di Tullio 
in a smart ponchio. 
It's the fun 
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1942 Fremont Blvd. Seaside 
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Keg beer for the adults and soft drinks 
for the kiddies accompanied the meal. 
The new magazines and children's books 
at the NALF dispensary waiting room 
are the result of a section wives' project. 
We bring our excess children's books and 
magazines (in good condition) to each 
monthly wives' function where Gigi Splitt 
takes charge of collection and distribution. 
BS0301 . . . The major July activity 
'Vas a formal Dining Out dinner held on 
La Novia Terrace at the Officers and Fac· 
uity Club. At the Dining Out, Dave and 
Harri Sokol entertained Dave's sister and 
her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Pollack 
of Richport, Conn. 
This month's coffee was at the lovely 
home of Marcia Wessonberg in Pebble 
Beach. Kath J uhl was the co-hostess. 
Bridge hostesses for the month were 
Marcia Wessonberg, Janet Findly, Judy 
Ludwig and Shirley Booth. 
BS0301 and BS0302 were hosts for 
BSllOI and BS1102 at an evening of cock-
tails in July in the La Novia Room. The 
party is a continuation of a custom recently 
established by departing sections. For 
most, the evening continued on at select 
restaurants in the Monterey area. 
A section party was held in the lovely 
home of Burt and Pat Benson. 
Visiting Wilma and Paul Grisham was 
Wilma's mother, Mrs. Wanda Price from 
Manhattan Beach, Calif. The Pearsons 
had . a houseguest, Lynn Sullivan from 
Hattisburg, Miss. 
BS0302 . .. Our first bridge night was 
held at Doris Ann Edward's home with 
Marie Hockness taking high honors. 
The ladies of our section gathered at 
the Ginza for delicious Japanese cuisine. 
Background music was provided on tape 
by Doris Ann Edwards. 
Our next evening of bridge was held 
in Carrie MacQuarrie's home. Carrie had 
high score for the evening. 
Kathy Johnson and Pat Donahue hosted 
a baby shower for Dorenda and Rich 
Dvorchak's new baby, Daniel1e. There 
were many lovely gifts, and Danielle was 
there to open a few himself. 
BSl103 . . . The very lovely and spa· 
cious home of Bobbie Graham, our sec· 
tion leader's wife, was the July setting of 
our get·acq1.1ainted coffee. 
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The husbands and wives were invited 
to the Graham's for a delicious buffet din· 
nero 
Our August coffee was held at the home 
of Helene Kamel. 
The Bob Briggs had his cousin, Joanne 
Bullock of Woodcliff Lake, N. J., visiting 
for the month of August. 
BAllO! ... Judy Blum hosted our get· 
acquainted coffee in July on La Novia 
Terrace at the Officers and Faculty Club. 
New officers are Virginia Adams, treas· 
urer, Fay Kalin, reporter, Joyce Nyman, 
Sandra Sakonyi and Robin Redden arc 
the telephone committee. 
Judy Blum's grandmother, Mrs. Louise 
Harp('r from Birmingham, Ala., visited her 
for several weeks. 
COMMUNICATIONS AND 
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 
Edjtor: Anne Meek 
Reporters: Joanne Halpin, Doris Bobo, 
Patricia Hannum, Lee Gardner 
Curriculum wives gathered in mid-Au· 
gust to say farewell to Flavia Roach, wife 
of CDR Frank Roach, Curricular Officer. 
Dottie Pancoast made the arrangements 
for a morning coffee on La Novia Ter· 
race and provided the lovely centerpiece of 
red and white carnations while Louise 
Oldson arranged for Mrs. Roach's orchid 
corsage. Mrs. Roach was presented with a 
silver Monterey Bicentennial charm and a 
book of puzzles and riddles specifically de-
signed to divert her mind during her im· 
pending move. The Roach family wilt make 
their home in Westminster, Calif., when 
CDR Roach takes command of the LST 
San Bernardino which is based in Long 
Beach. 
EA0408 ... During the month of July, 
LCDR and Mrs.· Nelson Ricaurte gave a 
delightful party in their Seaside home. Li· 
lett Ricaurte had homemade hors d'oeuvres 
which is .a favorite recipe from Ecuador, 
her native country. For the ladies, Lilett 
made a strawberry liqueur using wine as 
the base. LCDR Harun Iscandar from In-
donesia and the Halpins completed the 
party list. 
In early August, Frank and Joanne Hal· 
pin held a splash party at the Navy pool 
for their sections followed by a chicken 
harbecue in their patio. 
YOUR HOST ON THE MONTEREY PENINSULA 
tke ·CJ"a teau 
Mario Beretti - Your Host 
Edward Michaels - Your Chef 
Featuring the finest of Continental 
Cuisine 
Open 5 P.M. 
For Reservation Phone 373-2908 
(J'ij NEPTUNE'S TABLE 
LUNCH and DINNER 
For the finest in Sea Food Delicacies 
served in a spectacular marine setting. 
On Old Fisherman's Wharf 
Monterey 
For Reservations Call: 
375-3113 
Open Daily 
5 miles east of Monterey on Salinas Hiway From 11 :00 A.M. 
Banquet rooms available for section parties - from 25 to 250 people 
Sunday Brunch at Cerritos·on·the·Wharf 
OCTOBER, 1970 
M.!: 










--The combjn~ sections enjoyed a coffee given by 
Joanne Halpin in July. A baby blanket, cro-
cheted by the hostess, was given to Judy Don-
nelly on the occasion of the birth of her first 
child. Attending are : front rCfrN: Joyce Davidson, 
Judy Donnelly, Janice Cherry, Marge Todaro: 
back : Sandra Hough, Rosel ind Lane, Carol Oxen -
rider and Lilett Oxenrider 
HM0 20 ... The new quarter was off to 
a grand start with a wine-tasting party 
hosted by Arthur and Maura \"hite. There 
was a wine to please every taste. 
The wives gathered for a luncheon at 
Mary's Tea Room in the Perry House or-
ganized by Judy Decker and Chris War-
den. Browsing about the varied shops and 
galleries in the building ended a pleasant 
afternoon. 
Several of the section couples spent an 
exciting and adventuresome afternoon at 
the Salinas Rodeo. 
EA940 ... The first section gathering 
after vacation was held in the La Mesa 
home of Joan Corcoran. Her cranberry 
swirl coffeecake was thoroughly enjoyed 
as preparations for future events were 
made. 
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EA0407, EA0405 ... Spanish and Amer· 
ican gourmets met and enjoyed an August 
picnic at the grounds near the Navy golf 
course. 
September brought a Dress-a-Doll party 
at the home of Lee Gardner. Pam Hilton 
did a line job acting as chairman of the Ta-
hie Decorating Committee for our curricu-
lum for Holiday Potpourri. 
ENGINEERING-SCIENCE 
Editor: Sandy Turner 
Reporters: Sharon lhle, Penny Klein, 
Sue Lambert and Kathy Prickett, Barbara 
McDiarmid, Diana Shoup 
In Augu st hath old and new friends 
were hrought together on La Novia Ter-
race. The ocC'asion was the Engineering 
Science \Vclcome Aboard and Homecom-
ing cocktail party. 
A special thanks to Sue Given for or· 
ganizing seven tables of curriculum bridge. 
Claire Hildebrand went home with first 
prize: once again. J oann Roorbach won 
second. 
SA 11, SA04(02), SB 11 . . . A get-ac-
quainted coffee brought our wives to-
gether. Mary H elen Dilley was our hostess, 
with Kay Berklite providing the dessert. 
It was our first gathering. Volunteer com-
mittee chairmen are as follows: Barbara 
Maloit, treasurer and courtesy; Diane 
.Greene, section bridge : Sharon Ihle, sec-
tion reporter. 
Diane Greene hostessed bridge this 
month. 
C~rol \\'yman's parents. Mr. and Mrs. 
Joseph Evans from Pittsbuq;~h. Pa. , en-
joyed a three-week stay. 
SEARS 
R.OEBUCK and CO, 
Immediate Delivery on TV's and Appliances 
• 
Shop in the Catalogue and Save 
• 
Free Estimates in the Home 
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David Ihle's father from Cl inton, Okla., 
and Mrs. Berta Fesseler from Weingarten, 
Germany, enjoyed 3 ten-day stay on the 
Peninsula. 
S B04(02) . , . Our monthly bridge night 
was held at Ph.vllis Crabbe's 17-Mile Drive 
home. Elaine Simpson, a guest, was the 
winner. 
Diana Lacey and Jean Driscoll hostessed 
our July luncheon, which was held at the 
:M ark Thomas Hearthstone. Martha Mar-
chetti and Betty Sullivan were the winners 
of the door prizes. Betty was visiting her 
brother and sister-in-law, Jim and Margie 
Sullivan, from Washington, D. C. 
The I ndonesia Raja was the scene for 
our deligbtful1y different luncheon in Aug-
ust. :M any thanks to our hostesses Martha 
:Marehctti and Patsy Nash. The door prizes 
went to Winnie Larson and Patsy Nash. 
At this time Carol Keck was presented 
with 3 baby gift for Alice Page. 
SA04(OI), SB03 ... Our first couples 
section party. where your mind goes to 
work remembering who goes with whom, 
was a delicious Italian potluck dinner held 
at the Pacific Grove home of Mike and 
Kaney Iverson in May. 
In June a surprise baby shower was 
given for Nancy Iverson by Linda Jones. 
An enjoyable climax to finals week was 
a steak cook-out hosted by Wayne and 
Claire Hildebrand in their Serra Village 
home. This was our opportunity to bid 
farewell to Wayne and Linda Jones, who 
were leaving for Charleston, S.C. 
In August couples gathered for cock-
tails, dinner and dancing at the Officers 
and Faculty Club. The evening ended with 
a night cap at the La Mesa home of Paul 
<:.nd Mary Lou Carlson. 
Mrs. MarillO Bennett of Chagrin Faits, 
Ohio, was here in July vacationing with 
her daughter, Claire Hildebrand. 
Mrs. Thomas ,CO Gary and her grand-
daughter Tracey Kratz of Baltimore, 
M d., enjoyed a busy three-week stay with 
her daughter, Kathy Prickett, in August. 
Mrs. Dorothy Pederson, of Seattle. 
Wash., is now visiting her daughter, Nan-
cy I verson, for the birth of her first grand-
child. 
SC04, SD04 . . , The Tasting Room of 
San Martin Winery, Monterey, had a visit 
from our wives in July. Our party was fol-
lowed by a buffet luncheon at the Outrig-
ger Restaurant Our hostesses, Ruth 
Branch and Carmen \Vallace had two bot-
tles of wine for a raffle, which Jill Wagner 
and Mary Clare Johnson won. Dee Cum-
mins and Barbara Bernard. section leaders' 
wivts, conducted our business meeting. 
Karen Tschida hostessed the August 
two-section bridge in her home. The wives 
surprised Connie Lyons with a baby show-
er. Alt contributed toward a g ift of one 
month's diaper se rvice, along with their 
own shower gift. Mary Clare Joh nson held 
high hand. 
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and Form the Best Four-Letter Word ad-
ded to the .theme which was set by sub-
dued colored lights and a "no soliciting" 
sign on the front door. 
Guests in the Dan Turczyn home were 
Naj la's parents, Dr. and Mrs. Habib Kur-
ani, and her brother David, all of Beirut, 
Lebanon. 
left, iccepting prizes tor form ing the first four-letter word a t XLM04's recent gathering are Maggie 
Nelson, Evelyn fv'cConathy, Bonnie Colve rt and Dick Barton. At right, Jan Safley chug-a- Iugs ~ft.er 
losing a game of This Is My Knee. She IS surrounded by, from left, Bobbi Hepburn, Suzanne GnUln, 
Gail Madison, Barba ra Aaker and Bdl Madison 
XM94 . .. Susan and Al Thresher re-
ceived his sister and husband, Mr. and 
Mrs. Len Williams of Corona del Mar. 
Calif. , as guests while Pam and Bob Rior-
dan welcomed his brother John, of Salina, 
Kan., to their home. Susan Thresher 
was hostess of a morning coffee for sec-
tion wives shortly before she departed for 
Reno, Nevada, where she spent a week 
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hadley 
Recdle, and attended the ten-year reunion 
of her high school class. 
METEOROLOGY-
OCEANOGRAPHY 
Editor: Vicki Knoslman 
Reporters: Joy Walton, Shirley Duchock, 
Willie Wright, Suzie Ball, Kathy Peters, 
Carolyn Graves, Rosemary Rowley, Sandy 
WumJerly 
OP94 ... The Sardine Factory was the 
setting for our July get-together. We 
lunched and exchanged vacation news. 
OP04 ... Our couples' picnic at the 
Navy picnic grounds started out in a cool 
fashion but the sun soon joined us for a 
day of fun and food planned by Chuck and 
Shirley Duchock and Linda Kline . 
XA02, XM02 ... Bridge players were 
treated to a delightful lun cheon bridge at 
Helen Levin's new Pacific Grove home. 
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Jane 's !) ister, Miss Kathy Molnar, here for 
two weeks from Kulpmont, Pa., and the 
Corgnatis welcomed Bart's parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. L. B. Corgnati, Sr., from Mon-
mouth, III. 
OP02 .. Sue Michellini may have 
started a new trend. We had another wild 
games night (as Sue gave in the spring) 
at Janice Lounsberry's home. Two so-
called "novices" at bridge proved by their 
scores that they are no longer amateurs. 
The evening ended with Napoleons and 
spiced tea. 
The sect ion party was planned by Carol 
:Minter. 'Ne had dinner at the Studio The-
atre, followed by "Stop the World, I Want 
to Get Off." After the theater, some of 
the couples went to the Red Lion for a 
night cap. 
XM04 .. Game night this month was 
held in the home of Kathy Peters. Bobbi 
H eburn made off with the Tripoli prize, 
while Gail Madison scored highest in 
bridge. Sally Glaes and Kathy Peters made 
a g-rand slam! 
Bobbi Heburn hostessed a wig party 
in her La Mesa home. A luncheon at the 
Sardine Factory was planned by Bea Paf-
ias. Bridge hostess was Ginny Zeigler. 
Dian and Jerry Brearton opened their 
house in August for a "sextion" party. 
Vodka punch, pickled mushrooms, and 
games such as Burst the Balloon, Pin the 
Lips on Annie Fannie, This is My Knee, 
cr:;:;. .".r •••• t 
.,...-, 
OE92 ... Our luncheon last month was 
given by Carolyn Haag in her Marina 
home. 
Marilyn Ne1d, Arilla St. Laurent and 
110nique Carl mark hostessed the August 
luncheon in Marilyn's home. The occasion 
was a surprise baby shower for Darlene 
Heck. 
Diane and Dick Westfahl invited sec-
tion couples to a swimming-supper party 
at Titus Park on San Benacio Road; it 
was a delightful way to celebrate the end 
of our tour at NPS. 
September graduation will find the sec-
tion scattered. Westfahls will return to 
submarine service (destination unknown) 
while the Haags go to Portsmouth, N.H., 
and the Carlmarks to Washington, D.C. 
The Nelds will eventually be homeported 
in Norfolk. The St. Laurents will reside in 
Long Beach and Kerman Herman wi11 
go to Key West. Jerry Hect heads for Da 
Nang for a year and Tom Rowley to Sai-
gon. Both will leave their wives in Mon-
terey. OE92 (better known as OEZS) 
wishes everyone a found farewell and may 
your tour here be half as great as ours way! 
OP92 ..• The section gathered at Hal 
Sexton's home for a cookout (the men 
did the cooking!) to initiate the Fourth of 
July weekend. Following that we played 
charades into the wee hours of the morn-
ing. Later in the month the wives were en-
tertained at a luncheon given by Juanita 
.t •• , ~~_ 
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Introducing Sndy Reynolds, new Naval Engineer-
Ing curricular program liaison. 
(John Perkins photo) 
Lynch. 
August was highlighted by a wives cof-
fee at Sandy Wunderly's home and a 
couples party given by the Jack ] eosens 
who served a delightful dinner in the rec-
reation room of their apartment complex, 
the'l led us to their apartment where we 
tested our knowledge and luck at a variety 
of games. 
Graduation is a natural time for festivi-
ties . OE92 and OP92 joined ranks for a 
delightful cocktail party at the home of 
the Art Shepards followed by a pleasant 
evening of dining and dancing at the Offi-
cers and Faculty Club. With spirits high, 
the section gathered (or a farewell party 
at Hal Sexton's home where gag gifts ap-
propriate to the receivers were presented. 
Our new assignments will take us to the 
following places: the Chandlers, Dren-
nans and McKays will meet again in New-
port, R. I., the J ensens will enjoy London, 
the Wunderlys go to Norfolk and the 
Lynches to Florida. Peg Frederick will 
join Fleet Numerical. Stu Edleson, Hal 
Sexton and the Art Shepards may see 




Editor: Sandy Reynolds 
Reporters: Rena Schiller, City Horne 
N094 ... In August, section wives en-
joyed an afternoon of bowling at the Ft. 
Ord lar.es. Sibyl Hanson had the high 
score. 
Sue Ericson and son Chris recently va-
cationed with her parents, Me. and Mrs. 
Bernard \"lellinghoff, in Wisconsin. 
NG04 ... Our July coffee was given by 
Sue Hatleberg and Cay Horne at Cay's 
home. 
A section camping trip to Big Basin, 
Calif., was the highlight of July. Children, 
animals, camping equipment and mosquito 
repellent were packed, and the caravan was 
on its way. A guide to finding a lost child 
would have been helpful to the Alfredsons 
as their three-year-old wandered off. Pat 
and Leonard stayed calm throughout the 
ordeal, and Tracy was safely returned. 
Everyone enjoyed themselves so much that 
another C'.amping trip is being talked of 
now. 
Joyce Ploeger held section bridge in her 
home. A delicious chocolate cake was 
served and it put us all in such a blissful 
mood that a visitor took high for the eve-
ning. 
A section dinner was held at the Officers 
and Faculty Club on Beefeater's Night. 
Submarine Wives 
The Submarine \rVives held an election 
coffee in May. Those selected were Diane 
Kristensen, chairman; Jackie Baldwin, 
secretary-treasurer; Janie White, program 
chairman; Jan Williams and Marylyn 
Krueger, hospitality; Sharon Watkins, 
courtesy; and Linda Asafaylo, publicity. 
As a climax to the spring quarter, the 
submariners and their families held a pot-
luck picnic at the Presidio picnic grounds. 
The summer quarter commenced with 
Diane Kristensen and Janie White as co-
hostesses for a luncheon-fashion show at 
the Hyatt House. -Linda Asafaylo 
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USNA Class of "68 
Since we are all relatively new ill thi s 
"rea and have never organized before, now 
is the time for action! Any '68 wife who is 
interested, please call me, Cay Horne, at 
372·7445. It will be fun to get together. 
- Cay Horne 
NAVAL MANAGEMENT 
Editor: June Bushey 
Reporrers: JoAn", Stewart, Charlene Mc-
Kay, Carol McGre, Sharon Watkins, Gay 
Roche, Deloris Holmes, Norma Read, 
Bet/yAnn Czech, Ann Draper, Solly Tin-
Jal, Linda von Carp, Karen Omri, Shirley 
Billings, Gloria Tregurtha, Maureen Crr-
rcta 
CS94 ... On June 19 the section lost it s 
last bachelor. Congratulations to Dick and 
Marcia Hansen. 
Returning from such exotic places as 
Mexico, Canada and the East Coast, the 
wives found the computer had a new set 
of baby sitters this Quarter and were able 
to see their husbands again. 
Not to let this fle w-found source of 
babysitters go to waste, the wives left the 
children with the husbands, gathered up 
cookies and magazines and went to Ft. 
Ord Hospital to visit with some of the 
pat ients. 
Feeling that such devotion to duty de-
served rewarding. the wives allowed the 
htl3bands to take them to dinner. After din-
ner entertainment was provided by the 
N PGS Little Theater productions, "Feif-
fer's People" and "Crawl ing Arnold." 
The Stewarts and Golds led a conglom-
erate of sect ions on a fishing excursion in 
:Monterey Bay. The fishing was good so 
the logical result was a fish fry held at the 
Stewarts, preceded by the Sing-Along at 
the club. 
CSOO .. . J oanna Moore made the a r-
rangements for a delightful luncheon at 
the Perry House in Monterey. It was our 
first opportunity to meet Sharon Hinson 
who arrived the first of the Quarter to 
join her husband. 
Our usual monthly bridge night was 
expanded to a "Games Night" this month 
with Gail Ohlander hostess at her Marina 
home. 
Section couples attended a cocktail par-
ty in the Galleon Room after which most 
of us enjoyed the "Crab Feast" in the EI . 
Pr<tdo Room. 
CS0 2 ... In the wee hours of the morn-
ing in ] une. most of the husbands and a 
few (ve ry few) of the hardier wives left 
from Fisherman's Wharf on a charter 
boat for a cleep-sea fishing trip. Arranged 
by Pat Townsend, it was productive (they 
were hauling them in without bait) as 
well as lots of fun. 
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Our first get-together after exams and 
vacation, naturally a fish fry, was held in 
July at the Carmel home of Bill Haines. 
The fi sh, of course, was our "catch" from 
the fi shing trip, graciously kept by Ann 
and Bob Lutz in their freezer during the 
interim. Roger Spencer and Pete F inne 
tended the grill,· using Pete's special and 
very top secret recipe. The accompanying 
food was brought potluck style; but the 
ontstanding moment had to be the cutting 
of Joan Town send's dessert cakes, ap-
propriately baked and decorated in the 
shapes of a ship and fish. 
Vie literally licked the platter clean at 
:Maryand Eldon Baker's La Mesa home in 
August, when Mary served an outstanding 
lasagne dinner. Bridge followed. with 
Parky Osborne raking in the coins. A rov-
ing "mystery prize" was won hy Joan 
Townsend, who just happened to be hold-
ing the deuce of spades when the timer 
sounded for the last time at the end of the 
evening. 
Co-hostesses for our August luncheon 
were Donna Wools and Suzy Vincent. We 
gathered at Donna's La Mesa home for 
sherry prior to our departure for La P laya 
Hotel in Carmel. The combination of a pic-
tur(!sque and historic setting, good food, 
animated conversation, and browsing af-
terward in those irresistible Carmel shops 
made for a truly delightful afternoon. 
M N BO . .. The Sardine Factory was the 
scene of a fun-filled evening for our sec-
tion couples. Thank you to the Keith OUs 
and the Dick Petroffs for making the ar-
rangements. 
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
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Sharon Currie and Diane Kristensen 
held hridge recently. 
To help with their new haby the Jerry 
Haldermans have had visits from her mo-
ther. Mrs. Howard. and his mother, Mrs. 
Halderman. 
MNCO ... Boos and hisses were the 
predominant responses to the vi11ian and 
hero at the delightfu l produc tion of "Only 
An Orphan Girl," at California's F irs t 
Theatre. Dinner preceded at Mary's Tea 
Room in the Perry House. T he evening 
ended at the Hyatt House, with dancing 
as our grand finale. 
MND O . .. A del ightful brunch was 
enjoyed in the charming <Itmosphere of 
Mary's Tea Room at the Perry House. 
overlooking the hay. Thanks go to Ann 
Gautier for arranging this treat for the 
ladies! 
You can't keep a bridge player down! 
Jane Leap awoke (Iuite ill the morning of 
"Bridge Day," but recovered in time to 
hostess the group that evening! Excite-
ment mounted as slams were bid and 
made, and ~farci.:l \Vilson walked off with 
a record high score for our group of over 
6,000, 
MNEO. The Dawsons and Reads 
were the hosts and hostesses for a gala 
pot luck dinner during July. 
The section wives met for a luncheon 
the later part of the month at the La 
Playa Hotel in Carmel. Thanks to Gladys 
Dobler for that enjoyable event. 
PMU9 ... Wives contributed their fa -
vorite Italian di sh for the August luncheon, 
billed as "Festa Italianne." 
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could then go home and make them OUf-
selves. -The recipes had been assembled 
in a booklet by lunch hostesses Kay Cos-
grove and Mary Fletcher. 
The lunch was held in the attractive 
Fletcher home in Marina. Openers were 
sangria and melon cubes wrapped with 
ham strips. Then came generous helpings 
of fruit and tossed green salads, veal 
tetrazzini, spaghetti, chicken cacciatore, 
two kinds of lasagne, manicotti, hard rolls, 
sesame log cookies and tortoni. 
PMl{O ... July bridge night was held 
at the home of Phyllis Bunch. Linda Aus-
ley hostessed the August bridge night in 
the V I P room of the Officers and Faculty 
Club. It seems there was a misunderstand-
ing about the Club's closing time I We 
really did not mean to hold up its closing 
30 minutes. 
Plans for an evening with Buddy Rich 
were made for the August get-together. 
A morn ing coffee was held in August. 
at Nancy Patch's home. Nancy and Grace 
were our hostesses . 
P M GO ... Linda Ahern was hostess 
for our monthly section bridge party. 
Faith Boesch won first prize. 
Several of the section wives spent a re-
warding evening serving our baked good-
ies and punch to servicemen at the Ft. Ord 
Army Hospital. 
The Sardine Factory Restaurant was the 
se tting for our monthly luncheon. We 
were pleased to have with us the mother 
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of Bea Shadah who is visiting from Vene-
zuela. Thanks to Linda Ahern and Ellen 
Pender who were hostesses for the event. 
We had a chance to get together with 
our husbands at the Crab Buffet at the 
Officers and Faculty ·Club. Carleen and 
Harry Blackburn made the arrangements. 
MEII ... Section members were intro-
duced to each other and formulated ideas 
for the coming year at an al fresco coffee 
at Shirley Hipp's Carmel Valley home. 
August's hostesses were Pat Gulliver, 
Linda von Carp, Fran Brown and Bev 
Promesberger. 
August's section party was organized 
by Bev and Ed Promesberger. After 
cocktails on La Novia Terrace, the group 
adjourned to the Club dining room to 
feast on king crab. 
Hostesses Fran Brown and Jeannine 
Rupe took advantage of the well-organized 
Monterey Bicentennial to introduce sec-
tion wives to a discovery tour of Cannery 
Row. After a most enlightening visit 
thr:mgh this area, the wives had lunch at 
the intriguing Kalisa's Restaurant. 
MFII ... A July coffee was held at the 
home of Fran Hilgartner. 
Our August couples activity was an out-
door barbecue at the Marina home of 
Dick and Bev Stohr. It was our first op-
portunity to meet each other as a section. 
As the evening progressed, we moved in-
doors, started a fire in the fireplace, and 
had an old-fashioned "gab" fest. 
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PMT9 ... Section couples whooped it 
up at the western barbecue and square 
dance at the Ft. Ord Officers' Club in 
August. The hoe-down arranged by Jim 
and Gil Fields. featured steak or ribs for 
dinner, western style dress and dancing 
with two bands - one square and one 
hip. 
The wives had lunch at the Patisserie 
Boissiere in Carmel. Hostesses were Pat 
LeBlanc and Margo Maitland. Our guest 
was Pat's sister, Lois Neary, who was vis-
iting here from New Orleans. 
MHII ... "Getting to know you" was 
the theme of our first get-together - a 
coffee. Within three or four cups we knew 
each other well enough for Betty Buck 
and Maureen Chadwick to arrange a mid-
month luncheon at Simpson's in Carmel. 
Eliana Duckworth volunteered as our table 
decorating representative, and Su Fergus-
on is planning a pre-curtain dinner and an 
evening with The Fantasticks. 
MBII . . . Section wives met for the 
first time at a coffee given by Jean Hart-
ley. Plans for the coming months were 
discussed. 
Frank and J ean Murphy's was the set-
ting for a section BYOB party with hors 
d'oeuvres catered by the Officers and Fac-
ulty Club. The hosts were Ann and Grant 
Fulkerson and Sally and John Gawne. 
Joyce Clark, Maggie Gustafson and 
Dottie Fitzgerald were hostesses for an 
evening coffee, held at the Clark's. 
ROOM SIZED RUGS 
AT A FRACTION OF NORMAL COSTI 
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OCT. 31 , 1970WITH 
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TH1S ADVERTISEMENT 
571 E. FRANKLIN ST., NEAR LAKE EL ESTERO 
Paoe Th irty 
Su pply Corps Wives 
The Supply W ives met in August for a 
lovely luncheon at the P ine Inn in Carmel. 
The hostesses were Lynette Dell and 
Corky H aase. A fond farewell and a gift 
of appreciatIOn were g iven to Mary 
Brown who was attending her last lunch-
eon. Mary was instrumental in organizing 
our Supply Wives group here in Monte-
rey. 
'lA' e meet once a month for a coffee, 
luncheon or evening affair with our hus-
bands and are looking forward to greeting 
all the new people who join us in Septem-
ber and October. 
Newcomers are asked to call Sally 
Groom at 375-9997. 
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
Editor: Betsy Rinker 
Reporter~ : Pat Reed, Linda Campbell, 
Sharon Bachelor, Janet Wilson , Sharon 
Sisson, Louise O'Neill, Karen Prath 
ROL9 .. . Everyone forgot their diets, 
scales, exercises and such as each wife 
brought her favorite dessert and recipe 
to share with everyone else. Joanne Pro-
copio and Dianne Gray were our gracious 
hostesses for the lovely evening. 
The couples' fu nction was hosted by the 
Breedes and the Scherrers at the Carmel 
Valley Inn for dinner and play "The Fan-
tasticks." 
Ray and Lee Lafser had Sisters Joann 
O'Connell RV.M. and Mary Casey B.V.M. 
from St. Paul, Minn., visiting with them. 
Pat Boyd was our card hostess for the 
month. 
ROX9 .. . The Outrigger was the set · 
ting for a lovely luncheon planned by Lu-
ella Davidson and Marilyn Krueger. In-
formality was the keynote for a Sunday 
section picnic and kite flying at Carmel 
beach. 
Section wives met at Linda Campbell's 
to write leite r s for POW s. 
ROY9 .. . Del Monte Beach was the set-
ting for a surprise birthday party, planned 
by Ann Taggert, in honor of C harlie Hy-
att. Everyone enjoyed roasting hot dogs 
around a roaring fire and helping Charlie 
eat a beautifully decora ted cake. 
Sharon Stasko and Gerry Nappi were co-
hostesses for a delicious brunch se rved in 
Sharon's La Mesa home. 
Boyd and Kitsie Cooke en tertained 
Kitsie's sister, Eliza Jewett, from Ston-
ington, Mass. Visiting Gene and Pat 
Dvornick were Mr. and Mrs. Stephen 
Dvornick of Flanders, N.J. 
Lily Gunn was bridge hostess for the 
month of August. 
ROZ9 . . . Gay Hamilton and Debra 
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Richardson planned a delightful luncheon 
at the Galleon Room at the Officers and 
Faculty Club. Each of the girls received 
a cosmetic favor to take home. 
RO 10 ... The J oho P iersons were re-
sponsib le for the only section ge t-together 
last month. T hey hosted an impromptu 
"beer bash" in their Seaside backyard. 
The cards were dealt this month at Pam 
Bowman's home in La Mesa and Sandy 
Douglas walked away the winner . Hope 
Pierson planned the next bridge party for 
the section wives and had four tables 
fi ll ed. 
One weekend sawall families in the 
section together at a picnic at the Presidio. 
A sumptuous table was set with each wife 
bringing a sa lad or dessert. The Clyde 
Binghams and the J ohn Howards planned 
thi s family day. 
ROKO . . . Swing your partner, section 
couples had a square dance at N ALF 
Officers' Club. Sandwiches, s nacks and 
drinks were se rved between sets. Dress 
was country and western , guns were 
checked at the door. Arrangements for the 
evening were made by Art and Karen West 
and Bill and Kathy Saltsgaver. 
Good food and information was the 
theme of an informal luncheon, "The Cov-
ered Dish Carousel," at the party room of 
Karma M cLeskey. Hostesses were Karma 
and Judy McKee. Wives brought their 
specialties: sa lads, casseroles and desserts . 
Rec ipes were printed to hand out to the 
wives. Gertrude Maxey, Madame Librar -
ian at Monterey City Library, talked in-
formally about children ' s literature. 
Hostess for br idge for the month of 
August was Susan Hester. 
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ROLO .. . O ur section couples enjoyed 
a potluck dinner and party at Dan and 
Lyn Connell's home in Pacific Grove. 
Guests at the party included Professor 
Marks, and Professors Brill, Arima and 
Garrettson and their lovely wives. 
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UX92. WE92 . . . Wives reunited after 
the summer break at Diane Witter's home 
for an evening coffee. 
Nilg un Dogusal was hostess for the 
August coffee, which turned into a su r-
prise baby shower for her when we ar-
rived bearing a cradle full of gifts. Nilgun 
treated us to a marvelous sampling of 
home-made Turkish pastries. 
WP02 . . . In July the section gathered 
at the Studio Theatre in Carmel for di nner 
and a performance of "Stop the World." 
It was of special interest to our section 
as John Baker, the section leader, was in 
the show. Thanks to John for arranging 
the evening and a fine performance. 
FAll ... We all strutted over to Bette 
Raymond's home in Marina for our first 
coffee. There, future plans were discussed 
for our social functions, and Thalia Grey 
graciously became the section treasurer. 
Relatives from both the West and East 
ventured to visit section members this 
month. From Los Angeles arrived Jackie 
Morgan's parents and aunt and uncle. 
Charlie Yager's parents came from Indian-
apolis to vacation with the family. Rejoin-
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ing his parents and family, Billy Raymond 
arrived from Long Island, after spending 
the summer with his grandparents. 
Jeanne Farris was hostess and also high 
scorer for bridge. 
WE94, WP94 . . . The section wives 
gathered at Dee Millard's home in July for 
a baby shower in honor of Lena Paloubis. 
Helen Howard entertained sect ion wives 
and friend s at a Tupperware party in ear-
ly August. 
Ricketts Cannery Row Theater was the 
setting for our couples get-together. Ev-
eryone enjoyed a delightful evening of 
seeing Steinbeck's "Cannery Row," 
House guests were Mr. and Mrs. W, G. 
Schaumburg of Kingston, Ontario, visit-
ing Henry and E laine Schaumburg and 
tatcr E laine's sister, Miss Jean Thompson 
also of Kingston. Penny and Mitch Mit-
chell enjoyed a visit from Penny's brother, 
James Hampton of Gaysville, Vt. Mrs. 
Maria Paloubis of Greece was visiting her 
son and daughter-in-law, John and Lena, 
when her first grandchild was born. 
Bridge hostesses were Helen Howard 
and Dee Millard. 
WE04, WP04 , .. Our July luncheon, 
given by Darlene Wernsman and Jane 
Welsh, was held at the Sardine Factory 
on Cannery Row. We all enjoyed the 
delicious "Baby Lobster Tails in Cham-
pagne Sauce," the house specialty of the 
day. 
For our August luncheon, we all went to 
Ginny O'Shea's beautiful Salinas home. 
Ginny and co-hostess Gail Nittle prepared 
a tasty luncheon featuring a deligh tfu l crab 





Open Daily 9:30 a.m. to 5 :30 p.m. 
Left on San Carlos 
Between Ocean and 7th 
Carmel 624-0441 
THE CLASSMATE 
Stephen Matthew, 6 lbs., Aug. 12 to 
LT and Mrs. Edwin Ray BARNES. 
Andrew Phillip, 8 lbs. 2 oz., July 31 to 
LT and Mrs. DeFord COCHRAN. 
Carlos Francisco, 8 Ibs. 7 oz., July 17 to 
LT and Mrs. Julio CONTALAPIEDRA. 
Christina Lee, 9 Ibs. 5 oz., Aug, 12 to 
LT and Mrs. Ernest GALE. 
Andrea Leigh, 8 Ibs. 15 oz., Aug. 1 to 
LCDR and Mrs. Jerry HALDERMAN. 
William Raymond, 8 Ibs, 8 oz., July 23 to 
CPT and Mrs. William R. HERDER. 
Jana Marie, 91bs. 2 OZ" Aug. 4 to L T and 
Mrs. Michael M. IVERSON. 
Melis.sa Anne, 7 Ibs, 7 oz., and Sarah 
Elizabeth, 7 Ibs, 2 OZ" Aug. 14 to LT and 
Mrs. David G. KAISER. 
Richard Todd, 7 Ibs. 7 oz., Aug. 3 to 
CPT and Mrs. William KEMPLE. 
Christopher Edward, 8 Ibs. 1 oz., Aug. 
3 to LT and Mrs. Edward KLINE. 
Andrew Ctinton, 8 Ibs. 8 oz., Aug. 8 to 
L T and Mrs. James C. KRAFT. 
Jennifer Lynne, 9 Ibs. 9 oz., Aug. 6 to 
LT and Mrs James LASSWELL 
Page Thlrty-One 
Jennifer Constance, 6 Ibs. 3 oz., Aug. 10 
to LT and Mrs. Joseph E. LYONS. 
Patrick Francis, 7 Ibs. 14 oz., May 9 
to LT and Mrs. Robert J . MALOIT, Jr. 
Rebecca Lin, 7 Ihs. 8 oz., July 13 to 
LTJG and Mrs. Michael E. McKAUGH-
AN. 
Matthew Sean, 8 Ibs. 11 oz., May 22 to 
LCDR and Mrs. Joe MURRAY. 
Bridget Ann, 7 ,lbs. 13 oz., Aug. 1 to 
CPT and Mrs. J ohn MURRAY. 
Spiro, 6 Ibs. 12 oz., Aug. 9 to LT and 
Mrs. John PALOUBIS. 
Whitney Coleen, 7 Ibs, 5 oz., June 13 
adopted by LT and Mrs. Robert PUCH-
ES. 
Jame's Owen, Sibs. 6 oz., June 22 to 
LT and Mrs. Robert RANTSCHLER. 
Kathleen, 8 Ibs. 8 oz., May 8 to MAJ 
and Mrs. Dan SCHRADER. 
David Steele, May 11 adopted by L T 
and Mrs. William S. SMITH. 
Kristina, 7 Ibs. 6 oz., Aug. 2 to LCDR 
and Mrs George VARGA 
Why buy and wash diapers when we can furnish them for you? 
~J:) Phone 375-6513 ~ RECOMMENDED BY OOCTORS BABEE DI-DEE SERVICE 
710 AMADOR AVE., SEASIDE 
WE FURNISH DIAPERS, CONTAINER AND DEODORANT 
PICK-UP AND DEliVERY 
Give diaper service as a gift - We have gift certifk:ates 
Make Christmas Travel A rrangements Early 
Special Charter Flight to New York 
AIRLINE INFORMATION, RESERVATIONS 
Military Fares Family Plans 
Monterey Travel Agency 
Casa Fuente Building 
446 Pacific Street 
Phone 373-3266 
Go Now - Pay Later 
Seaside Travel Agency 
Olympia Plaza 
1760 Fremont Boulevard 
Phone 394-3367 
<§:ERv'f'SOFJ> 
EVERYBODY NEEDS SOFT WATER 
Clothes come cleaner ... colors brighter. Your dishes and silverware sparkle. 
Beauty shops all know the importance of soft water shampoos. 
Mrs. James Chandler of La 
Mesa says, " when your hands 
are working hardest, they 
deserve special care ... the 
care soft water can give. 
I didn't know how wonde rful 
soft water could be until I 
called SERVISOFT." 
2 WEEKS FREE SERVICE TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 
Our Supply of Water is Hard. Find out for yourself what soft water 
can do for you . Hundreds of families are enjoying this much 
needed se rvice . 
Mrs. Dale Raebel of La Mesa says "Sweat-
ers. . knits ... and synthetic fabrics 
wash like mag ic . Keeps them soft as new." 
Call 375-5588 
NOTHING TO BUY 
NOTHING TO SIGN 
